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EDITORS'NOTE
he FundamentalistJoumal is making its premiere
debut with this issue.The Fundamentalist movement has come of age. Born in the heat of controversy with Liberalism at the turn of the century, Fundamentalismhas not only survived - it has now arrived with
long-overduenational recognition. The conservativereligious
movement has become the dynamic spiritual force in
America today. Its impact has brought renewed hope to
millions of God-fearing Americans.
We are excited about Fundamentalism and its influence
upon American society. This magazineis committed to the
historic fundamentalsof the Christian faith, Biblical separation, moral absolutes,the priority of the local church, and
world evangelization.Although no magazineor individual
can speakfor the overall Fundamentalistmovement, it is our
desire to create a forum to encourageChristian leadership
and statesmanshipto stand for the old-time religion in these
critical days. We will examine matters of contemporaryinproviding an open discussion
of
terestto all Fundamentalists,
divergent opinions on relevant issues.The Fundamentalist
Joumal will also reaffirm our history and heritage,as well as
point the way to our placein the future.We will providepractical helps related to the pastoralministry, church growth,
Sunday school methods, the Christian school movement,
and personalspirituailife.
For too long Fundamentalism has been misunderstood,
maligned, and misrepresented
by those outside the movement. This magazinesetsthe record straight as to who we are
and what we believe. We are proud of our fundamentalist
heritage.It is time that we defended,from within, the movement that has made such a dynamic impact on America.It is
our hope to provide a better understanding of Fundamentalism as we face the crucial yearsahead. !ile are optimistic
about the future. We have a greater opportunity than ever
before to be used of God to bring about a genuine spiritual
awakeningin America and the world in our lifetime.To this
we pledgethis new magazine.
The cover of the premiere issue of
the FLTNDAMENTAUST JOURNAL
portraystwelve men who weregians of
the faith. Each issue of the FUN,
DAMENTALIST JOURNAL will
featurea story about one of thesecham.
pions and will include a sermonpreach
ed bv him in a column entitled
"Thunder in the Pulpit."
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Why I Am A Fundamentalist
am a Fundamentalist by doctrine, by conviction, and
by practice.I have alwaysmade it clearthat I am proud
to call myself a Fundamentalist. A Fundamentalist is
one who believesthe Bible to be verbally inspiredby the Holy
Spirit and therefore inerrant and absolutely infallible. True
Fundamentalistsbelievein the deity ofJesusChrist. We readily acceptHis virgin birth, sinlesslife, and vicariousdeath. We
believein His literal resurrection,His ascensioninto heaven,
and His second coming. A
Fundamentalist believes in
evangelism and discipleship
through the local church as
the proper fulfillment of the
Great Commission of our
Lord.
I am a Fundamentalist by
conviction. I was saved as a
college student in 1952 at a
Fundamentalist Baotist
church in my hometown, Lynchburg, Virginia. Shortly
thereafter I transferred from Lynchburg College to Baptist
Bible College in Springfield, Missouri. There I studied under
such great men as G.B. Vick, Noel Smith, !il.E. Dowell, F.S.
Donnelson, R. O. \Toodworth, and Wendell Zimmerman.
After servingbriefly as a youth pastor for Dr. Zimmerman at
the KansasCity Baptist Temple, I returned to Lynchburg to
start the Thomas Road Baptist Church in 1956. From the
very beginning we were clearly identified as an independent
Fundamentalist Baptist Church. For over twenty-five years
we have maintained that same position and testimony.
I am a Fundamentalistby practice. I am a separatist.We
practice separatism from the world and all of its entanglements,We refuseto conform to the standardsof a sinful society. We practice personal separation as well as ecclesiasticalseparation.Most of us are "independents" in our
associations.We are at our best when we are free from hierarchical structuresthat would tie us down to denominational
mediocrity. We are our own people. We are not intimidated

PEP6PTCTIVE

What Is A

Fundamentalist?

by Truman Dollar
6

by academic degreesor ecclesiasticalpositions. We do our
own thinking.
'!ile
However, we are not without our weaknesses. tend to
be negativeand pessimistic.For too many yearswe sat back,
as if waiting for apostasyto take over at any moment, and
nearly let our country destroy itself becauseof inward decay.
We have been irresponsibleas Christian citizens. \ile have
almost totally avoided the political processand the social life
ofour country. \Ue have neglectedreachingthe whole person
for the causeof Christ. We have condemnedthe Liberalsand
deridedthe Evangelicalsfor their feebleattempts at the social
of the gospel, while doing almost nothing
::::::*::"
In spite of our weaknesses,
we have made a great impact
on this nation. \7e preach the Bible with authority and conviction. \Vhere others hesitate and equivocate, we loudly
thunder; "Thus saith the Lord." Where some are overly
theoreticaland impractically idealistic,we have becomepractical evangelistsand expertsat church growth. While others
are defining and redefining,we are out building great churches to the glory of God. We earnestlypreach the gospelto the
lost. We have the highest percentageof converts and the
fastestgrowing churches in America.
If we are going to continue to reach millions of peoplewith
the gospelin our lifetime, we must live the messagewe proclaim. Personalintegrity is a must in our own lives, in our
families,in our churches,and in our communities.While we
stand for the truth, we must also have genuine compassion
for a lost world in need of our Savior. Our mission is to see,
not how many people we can hate, but how many we can
love for Christ's sake. Further, we must extend our vision to
evangelizethe world in our lifetime. We must stop being so
negativeand critical of everyonewho is trying to reach people
with the gospel.!7e must realizethat it is going to take our
full commitment to the task of evangelism,discipleship,and
church-planting to do the job in our generation. The Lord
has set before us an open door of opportunity, and we must
use it to His glory.
!

t is bothersome to me when the presscalls Khomeini,
the lunatic religiousleaderof lran, a Muslim fundamentalist. I am never sure then that the oublic makes the
critical distinctions betweenhim and me when I am labeleda
Fundamentalistin our local press.
The truth is the word "fundamentalist" has fallen on bad
times. It has been abusedby both its friends and its enemies.
\ilords change...they evolve.Then, like Alice said in Lewis
Carroll's AliceThroughthe LookingGlass,"A word can mean
anything I want it to mean." The word has been misusedby
FUNDAMEMAUST JOURNAL

those who do not understand. The
word "fundamentalist" has come a lons
way sincethe 20's when it was coineJ
by Curtis Lee Laws to identifu the militant conservatives in the Northern
Baptist Convention. The word is still
widely used,but it needssome clarification.
\fhen the word "fundamentalist" is
given its proper historical and biblical
definition, it is a good word...but I
want those qualifications to accompany its use.The word is worth salvasing. What is a biblical Fundamentalisf?
It involves, in my judgment, at leasr
three essentialingredients.

Right Doctrine
All of the Christian faith has its
beginning in truth. Without objective
truth there is nothing, and as Paul explained, "our faith is vain."
Now, there can be differencesof interpretation about some issueswithin
Christendom and fellowship still be
maintained. There is a cors of truth.
however, about which there can be no
disagreement.Dr. Bob Ketcham called
it the "irreducible minimum."
Since the old Bible conferencedavs
of Niagara, New York, it has been
generally agreed that there are five
truths that constitute the "fundamentals": (1) the inerrancy of Scripture, (Z)
the virgin birth, (3) the deitv of Christ.
(4) the subsritutionary
of
",or,.rn.rr,
Christ, and (5) the bodily
resurrection
and return of Christ.
No one is a Fundamentalist who
does not believe all of these. One cannot pick and choosefrom the doctrines
or the whole system of theology collapses. These doctrines were first
published in 1909 in twelve volumes
called, The Fundamentals.There has
been virtually no disagreemenramong
conservativescholarsthat theseare the
doctrines held bv all Fundamentalists.
Supporting this position were rhe
great conservativescholars of the late
nineteenth century and early twentieth
century: James Orr, \0. H. Griffith
Thomas, James Gray, \Uilliam
Truman Dollar is
pastor of the Kansas
City Baptist Temple,
KansasCit1, Missouri.
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Moorehead, Arno Gaebelein.
Benjamin \farfield, R. A. Torrey, W. J.
Erdman, Sir Robert Anderson. C. L
Scofield, Charles Spurgeon, and G.
Campbell Morgan.
- Truth, then, is the beginning place
of Fundamentalism. There cannot be
an unbeliever in the crowd. . . no
ground can be given on these issues.

Right Behavior
Included as an ingredient in biblical
Fundamentalismis also risht behavior.
Right behavior is always the natural
outgrowth of genuine faith in Bible
truth. It has always been true and
behavior is the litmus test of true faith.
John insiststhat ffue faith affectsus
morally. "And every man that hath
this hope in him purifieth himself,even
as he is pure" (1 John 3:3).
Paul condemns the religious man
whose faith does not chanqe his life.

flavin6a gm6pof ri6ht
doclrineunaccompanied
by
rightbehaviorio hollov,and
meaningleoo
religion.
Romans 2:27,22: "Thou therefore
which teachesranother, teachestthou
not thyself?thou that preachesta man
should nor steal,dost thou steal?Thou
that sayesta man should not commit
adultery, dost thou commit adultery?
thou that abhorrest idols, dost thou
commit sacrilege?"
Having a grasp of right doctrine
unaccompanied by right behavior is
hollow and meaninglessreligion. He is
no true Fundamentalistwho mouths all
the right doctrines but is unaffected
morally.
It has been widely believedby Fundamentalists in the twentieth century
that there is an inseparablerelationship
between holy living and right doctrine.
There can be no immoral championsof
the faith.
Orthopraxy is as imporranr as orthodoxy.

Right Spirit
It is almost universallybelievedthat
to be a Fundamentalistboth right doctrine and right behavior are essenrial
ingredients.It is not enough, however.

You can have both of these and have
no living wirness.A right spirit must be
added if Christians are to be convincing to an unbelieving world.
Fundamentalistshave a reputation
for being fractious and some have
delighted in the name ,,fighting Fundamentalists." !?ell, it is wrong unless
the battle and the battlers miet the
very narrow biblical requirements of
spiritual warfare.
The effectivenessof men who defend right doctrine and right behavior
has been severely damaged by a bad
spirit. As a young preacher,I thought
all men who believed the Bible were
angry. I observed their spirit and
mistakenly believed it was a no.^al
part of Fundamentalism.It is clearfrom
Scripture that Spirit-filled believersexhibit a right spirit. You can be a
gentleman and a Fundamentalist.
Ephesians4:30-32:"And srieve not
the holy Spirit of God, wherlby ye are
sealedunto the day of redemption. Let
all bitterness, and wrath, and anger,
and clamour,and evil speaking,be put
away from you, with all malice:And be
ye kind one to another, tenderhearted.
forgiving one anorher, even as God for
Christ's sake hath forgiven you."
In the same chapter of Galatians
where Paul tells us to avoid the works
of the flesh, he commandsus to walk in
the Spirit. Galatians 5;16: "This I say
then, Walk in the Spirit, and ye shall
not fulfil the lust of the flesh."
Evidence that one walks in the
Spirit is that he personifiesGalatians
5:74,15 "For all the law is fulfilled in
one word, even in this; Thou shalt love
thy neighbour as thyself. But if ye bite
and devour one another. take heed
that ye be not consumed one of
another." It is certain that our spirit is a
measureof the degreeof our surrender
to the Holy Spirit.
Incidentally, walking in the Spirit is
no more optional than baptism for obedience. Evidence of that filline is not
only the bold sharingof one'sfa-ith,but
also inward qualities that are reflected
in one's lifestyle. Galatians 5:22,23:
"But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy,
peace, longsuffering, gentleness,
goodness,faith, meekness,remperance:
against such there is no law." Yogr
spirit is as much a biblical issueas your
behavior. In fact, you cannot separate
tne two.

Fundamentalists have long criticized a dead orthodoxy.
That criticism has been leveled at those whose doctrine was
sound but who did not reproduce themselvesin the salvation
of others. I believe, however, that dead orthodoxy also includes those who have not the life of Christ expressedin their
spirit. Neither life is productive.
Warfare is not inconsistent with the Christian life. Fundamentalists are to be militant. We have an obligation to
fight Satan and all his forces. He is our mortal enemy.
Fundamentalists must also oppose apostates.We have no
obligation even to wish them well. 2 John 10: "lf there come
any unto you, and bring not this doctrine, receive him not into your house, neither bid him God speed."
Apostates inside the church need to be identified and excluded from any fellowship with other believers. Romans
16:17: "Now I beseechyou, brethren, mark them which cause
divisions and offences contrary to the doctrine which ye have
learned;and avoid them."

Ve are lhe only arnlyI knowvhich ohoot.siLs
IL's like \(/eare bent on selfo\(/n\(/ounded.
desLructron.
Perhaps, however, we have carried the analogy about warfare further than God intended. It is true that Christians are
in a warfare and that the believer is a soldier. However, we
must remember that armies don't generally fight in their own
ranks if they survive.
Remember, Satan is in the opposir-rgarmy. He is not a
fellow general. We should stand together in our fight against
the devil, but let's use calre as we alm ()ur guns. It often appears that Christian leaders level their verbal cannonfire in.We
publish our internal wars in national
discriminately.
religious periodicals and discussthem at our conferences.It is
\\'rongi it is not Christian.
Fundamentalists appear to fight our own soldiers with the
same ferocity as the enemies of the gospel. We are the only army I know which shoots its own wounded. It's like we are
bent on self-destructiorr.
Some Fundamentalists have too long equated courage
w i t h m e a n n e s s .l t i s a l m o s t l i k e w e b e l i e v e d t h e r ei s a n i n v e r s e
relationship between godliness and meanness. Often our orthodox doctrine and spotlessbehavior is lost as a witness to
an unsaved world try our bad spirit.
Ve are often unnecessarily critical of other Fundamentalists. It is strange how time affects the perspective of Fun'We
damentalism.
use illustrations in our sermons from the
lives of John Bunyan, Martin Luther, John and Charles
Wesley, Ceorge Whitefield, and Charles Spurgeon. But by
standards of fellowship we observe with our brethren today,
none of these men would be allowed in our pulpits or schools
if they were alive. lt is strange. lt is almost like they can be our
heroes so long as they are separated by long spans of time.
Time, it seems, protects them from our close and critical
scrutiny.
Ve feel compelled to publicly separate ourselves from
those who have bad doctrine or bad behavior. Vhat about
those with a bad spirit? Perhaps we need to rethink this whole
issue.
E

The problem is also compounded by our approach. The
biblical illustrations are often misaoolied. It is true that Paul
and Barnabas had conflict over Jol-rnMark, but the Scripture
does not offer their behavior as an example for believers.
It is also true that Paul withstood Peter to his face. But,
remember, Simon's actions involved the worst form of
hypocrisy and the conflict was over the doctrines offree grace
to all men. It was no peripheral doctrine issue.
We have, it seems,glamorized Paul's fight with Barnabas
and his public rebuke of Peter and ignored his commands
regarding the fulness of the Holy Spirit.
Jesusreally said, "A new commandment I give unto you,
That ye love one another; as I have loved you, that ye also
love one another. By this shall all men know that ye are my
disciples, if ye have love one to another" (John 13:34,35).
The definition of a Fundamentalist has traditionally included right doctrine and right behavior, but we have
allowed a bad spirit. Now, if you know church history, you
understand why I have proposed a change in the use of the
word. Curtis Lee Laws did not include a right spirit when he
coined the word. lt is, however, time that those who believe
right begin to act right. Hatred, intolerance, and bigotry
against other brothers is unchristian. It is wrong and we must
not allow it to go without rebuke.
I suffer when my heroes in Fundamentalism fight. They all
believe the fundamentals. There is not a modernist in thc
crowd. Again, when they fight, I feel like a small child whose
mother and father are in a battle. I love them both and I
don't intend to make a choice between them. . . unless one
says, "You can't love me and him also." The man who does
tl
that to me doesn't reallv love me. . . onlv himself.
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Why ChristiansShouldSupportIsrael
b1 lohn S. Felnberg

n Jeremiah 3l 35-37Jeremiah writes, "Thus saith the
LORD, which giveth the sun for a light by day, and the
ordinances of the moon and of the stars for a light by
night, which divideth the seawhen the wavesthereofroar;
the LORD of hosts is his name; lf those ordinancesdepart
from before me, saith the LORD, then the seedof Israelalso
shall ceasefrom being a nation beforeme for ever.Thus saith
the LORD, If heaven above can be measured,and the foundations of the earth searchedout beneath, I will also cast off
all the seed of Israel for all that they have done, saith the
Lord." All of this is Jeremiah'spoetic way of assertingthat
just as the createduniversecannot coliapseon its own nor
can its dimensionsbe measuredby any human being,so it is
impossiblefor God to cast off His people Israel and fail to
fulfill His covenant promisesto them. Such affirmations as
this could be multiplied, and yet in spite of such biblical
statements,many on the contemporaryscenequestion the
oosition of IsraelbeforeGod.
In a recent article in the January22, l9BZ issueof Christianity Today, Mark Hanna made the following comment:
"lsraeltoday is not the peopleof God, nor shouldthat nation
be confusedwith the redeemednation that will emergefrom a
small remnant during the messianickingdom. Perhapsno
nation in the world today is more opposedto the Christian
faith and its missionaries.A Christian Hebrew is such an
anomaly in the eyesof the State of Israelthat he or she is not
recognizedas a bona fide Jew." This is not the statementof a
theological liberal, nor is it the statement of someonewho
deniesthe premillennialreturn of the Lord JesusChrist. It
was written by someonewho calls himself a Bible-believing,
premillennial dispensationalist.\ile might respond that as
such he should have known better. However, such confusion
over the relationship of Israel to God (as well as over the appropriate stanceof Christians to the modern stateof Israel)is
all too typical of our day. These are issueswhich are very hotly debated even among people of the same basic theological
persuasion.They are very emotional issues,and one often
sensesthat emotion carries the day in such debates,rather
than good sound argument.
In view of the confusion surrounding this whole issue,it is
all the more important to discern as clearly as possibleScripture's teaching on the matter. The topic is not just of
theoretical interest, but also of great practical concern. God
promisedAbraham in Genesis12:3that He would blessthose
John S. Feinberg is Chairmanof the
Departmenrof Th.eologicalStudiesat Liberty
Baptist Seminary.He receiuedhis Ph.D. from
dte lJniversitl of Chicago.
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who bless the descendantsof Abraham
and curse those who curse them. If we
do not take a proper stance toward the
nation and people of Israel, we may
well fall under that curse.On the other
hand, one wonders ifsuch a passageentails that Christians should never offer
any word of criticism of anything done
by the modern state of Israel. All of
these questions are of crucial import in
understanding what God's \(/ord
teaches and how we ought to live.
'\ilhile
there are manv issuesthat could
be discussed,in an article of this length
we must obviously be a bit selective.
With that in view, I suggestwe can
make the most progress by centering
our thoughts around the following four
questions: 1) Who are the people of
God? 2) What are the covenant promises,and doesIsraelhave any claim to
them in view of her rejection of her
Messiah? 3) Prophetically, what is in
store for lsrael? and 4) How should
believersrelate to the modern state and
people of Israel?
Who are the People of God?
One of the first truths many of us
learnedabout Israel is that she is God's
chosen people, His special possession
(Deut. 7:6-8rPs. 135:4;lsa. 41:8,9).On
the other hand, in 1 Peter 2:9,10 Peter
tells the Church that it is a "chosen
generation, a royal priesthood, a
peculiar people," and that though in
times past it was not a people, it is
"now the people of God." Such
statementsas these, plus the fact that
the nation of Israel as a whole has rejectedher Messiah,have led Christians
such as the one previously cited to suggest that the people of God are
regeneratedbelievers in the gospel of
Christ, not lsraelisor Jgwsor Gentiles.
Someonemight concur with this latter
position on the grounds that all of the
passagescited which speak of Israel's
position before God are OT passages,
but such passagesdo not apply now
that we are under the NT economy. In
addition to the fact that such a view
createshavoc in regard to the relationship between the Testaments, more
fundamentally it overlooks the fact
that in Romans 17:7,2,7L,25-27,when
Paul is discussingthe position of lsrael
before God after her rejection of her
Messiah, he emphatically underscores
chat God has not cast off Israel.She is
SEPIEMBERl9B2

still His chosen people, His peculiar
possession.
\fho, then, are the people of God?
Israel, or only believersin Christ? Do
different portions of the NT contradict
one another on this issue?Certainly,
no one committed to an inerrant Bible
could accept such a conclusion. As is
often the case in theological debates,
difficulties can be resolved if one
understands some important distinctions. Such is the casehere. The phrase
"the people of God" is appropriately
applicable to both Israel and to the
Church of God. but there are different
sensesin which each group is the peo-

ple of God. The basicdistinction which
resolvesthe dilemma is that between
the spiritual and the national sensesof
the phrase"people of God." According
to the spiritual sense of that phrase,
anyone who has respondedin faith to
God through the revelation given for
his age is saved. In NT times that
specifically involves accepting Jesus
Christ as personal Savior. Whoever
establishesthis savingrelationship with
the Lord is part of the people of God,
whether he be Jew or Gentile. On the
other hand, Scripture is also clear tliat
Israelis the peopleof God in a national
sense. She is His peculiar possession,

His covenant people, the apple of His eye (Deut. 7:6-8; Ps.
135:4;lsa.41:8,9;Zech.2:8). Scriptureis very clearthat not
all those who are the people of God in the national senseare
the people of God in the spiritual sense,for the OT is filled
with examplesof Israeliteswho turned their back on God.
Nonetheless,Israel remained the people of God in a national
sense during the OT and still remains so during the NT
period, accordingto Romans 11.During the Church Age, if a
Jew acceptsChrist as his personal Savior, he is specifically
identified as a member of the Church (Eph. 7:ll-15), though
he obviously retains his Jewish heritage nationally and
biologically. Scripture also indicatesthat some day Israelas a
nation will be the people of God in the fullest sense,both as
the national people of God and the people of God in a
spiritual sense,for they will be saved (Rom. 1l25-27).
\0ho, then, are the people of God? The answer is two-fold:
all those throughout history who have placed their faith and
trust in God are the peopleof God by meansof spiritual rela.
tionship, whether they be Jew or Gentile. On the other hand,
ever since God called Abraham and his descendants,the people of Israel have been the people of God in a specialnational
sense, even though they have not always related to God
spiritually in the way He desired.
In regard to this matter of the people of God, two further
points of clarification are necessary.First, it would be easy to
think that by virtue of God's call of Abraham and His promises to Abraham and his descendants,every descendant of
Abraham is a member of the national people of God. Unfortunately, such a concept neglects the revelation of Genesis
16ff.God promisedAbraham a seed,but when Sarah did not
give birth, Sarah and Abraham decidedto take matters into
their own hands. The result was the birth to Abraham and
Hagar of Ishmael. However, God made it quite clear that the
child of promise with whom He would make His covenant
would be Isaac,not Ishmael,and in Genesis2l we read of the
birth of Isaac.God had great blessingfor the'descendantsof
lshmael, the Arabs (Gen. 16:8-14il7 20),but He made it very
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clear that His covenant was to be made with Isaac and his
descendants,the Jews (Gen. l7:21). Moreover, God further
revealed that the line of promise would run through Jacob,
not Esau(Gen.7527-34; 27).Thus, God promisedto make of
Abraham a great nation, and in fact, He made of him many
great nations, Arab nations and a Jewishnation, but the national people of God are the descendants of Abraham
through Isaac and Jacob, the people of Israel.
Second, some argue that this whole analysisis mistaken
becauseGod has no favorites. Jews deserve no special treatment and have no special place in the plan of God because
passages
such as Matthew 5:43-48,Luke 6:28, Romans 12:14,
and James2:1-9teach very clearly that God is not a respecter
of persons and does not have any favorites. He makes no
distinction between various peoples.Unfortunately, such a
claim ignores the context of those passages.
Those passages
deal with the Christian's general obligationto all men at the
level of interpersonalrelationship.However, such passagesare
besidethe point when the issueis God's treatment of and our
attitude toward nations. As we have already seen,God does
make distinctions when it comesto dealing with nations. On
the other hand, it is true that God is impartial to all men on
spiritual matters. Christ died for all men (Heb. 2:9; I John
2:2), and He desiresall men's salvation (1 Tim. 2:4; Z Peter
3:9). However, in consideringthe issuesrelated to Israel,the
mattersare not just spiritual, but national, and when it comes
to such national matters as socio-politico-economicblessings,
God does make distinctions.
What are covenant promises, and does Israel have
any right to them in view of her rejection of her
Messiah?
Divergent answers to this question have generated whole
different systems of eschatology. There are those who view
the fulfillment of the covenant promises to lsrael as conditioned upon her obedience to God. Since Israel disobeyed
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God and rejected the Messiah, it is
argued that she lost out on the covenant promises.Those promiseswill be
fulfilled, though nor in an entirely
Iiteral wdy, in the Church. Israel
should not, therefore, expect any
special future as a nation. Proponents
of such views are normally called
amillennialists. On the other hand.
there are those who claim that the oromises made to Israel were unconditional. \Thether the nation obeyed or
not, God would fulfill His covenant
promises with the nation. The particular group of Israelites who would
see the fulfillment of those promises
would be those who were obedient, but
nonetheless,the disobedienceof many
would not cause forfeiture of the oromisesfor the whole narion. There is a
distinctive future for national Israel.
Proponents of such views are normally
referred to as premillennialists.\fhich
view is correct? As always, we must
seekour answer from Scripture.
In approachingthis matrer, an initial question arises.\Uhat are the covenant promises?The basic covenants
which relate to this issue are rhe
Abrahamic Covenant (Gen. 12:l-3),
the Davidic Covenant (Z Sam. 7:4-17),
the PalestinianCovenant (Deut. 28-30;
G e n . 1 5 : 1 8 - 2 1a) ,n d t h e N e w C o v e n a n t
0.r. 31:27.40). The basic covenant
which is elaborated in the others and
throughout the OT is the Abrahamic
Covenant. God promised to Abraham
personalblessingas well as blessingto
his descendants. He also promisedthat from Abraham would come
One in whom all the families of the
earth would be blessed.We know that
One to be none other than Jesus
Christ. According to the Davidic
Covenant, God promised Israel an
everlasting kingdom, and stated that
there wquld never lack a man to sir on
the throne of David. Obviously, such a
covenanthas political implications.According to the Palestinian Covenant,
God gave to the people of Israel the
land occupied by modern-day Israel as
well as other portions of the Middle
East. This is an extremely important
point becauseit is often debated as to
who has a right to the land. In
response,the initial point is that God
owns the land; in fact, the whole world
is His (Ps. 24:1; Deut. 10:14).Consequently, He can do with it whatever He
chooses.According to rhe Palestinian
SEPIE\IBER
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Covenant and God's promises to
Abraham (Gen. 15:18-21),God has
chosento give it to the peopleoflsrael.
Thus, whether or not Israelis in or out
of the land, possessionis hers b1 right,
even if not in foct. Ftnally, the basic
thrust of the New Covenant (Jer.31) is
that God will intervene for Israel to
save her spiritually. Out of these basic
covenant promises come further pro.
mises throughout the OT to Israel in
regard to kingdom blessing.God promised that Israel would have a special
social, political, and economic position
in the kingdom (Ezek.36:30,33-38;Joel
3 : 1 8 ;Z e c h .1 4 : 1 6 - l 9Ai m o s 9 : 1 4 , 1 5I;s a .
49122,23; 60:14-17 6l:6,7; Zech.
8:27,23;Zeph. 3:11-70).The covenant
promisesmade to Israel, then, involve
blessings which are spiritual, social,
political, and economic in nature.
Even an amillennialist could agree
with what has been said in the
precedingparagraphfor the most part.
The crucial question, though, is not
whether God promised such things to
Israel,but whether such promiseshave
been forfeited becauseof her unbelief.
The answer is that Israel has not
forfeited the promises in spite of her
unbelief, and this can be demonstrated
by at least three crucial facts. First, examine the wording of the covenants.
Are they conditional or unconditional?
In other words, did God say to
Abraham and David, "l will do these

things if you and your descendantsare
true to me; otherwise,I won't fulfill the
promises," or did He simply state that
He would do the things He promised?
The answeris clearly that the covenant
promises are unconditional. God has
promised and He will do it. The caseof
Abraham is especially instructive in
this matter. In Genesis 12:1-3we have
recorded the Abrahamic Covenant.
Betweenthat portion of Scripture and
Genesis 15 we see Abraham fall into
sin. However, in spite of Abraham's
sin, God unilaterally ratifies the covenant in Genesis 15. Likewise, after
Genesis15 Abraham sins again by trying to run ahead of God in the matter
of the child of promise, but no indication is given that God rescinded the
covenant promises. On the contrary,
even after the birth of Ishmael, we see
God reaffirm His desireto make a covenant with Abraham's descendants.
God just makes it clear that Isaac will
be the child of promise, not Ishmael
(Gen. 17:21).That hardly soundslike a
covenant which is conditioned on the
obedienceof those who receiveit.
Likewise,David committed his great
sin with Bathsheba,but there is no indication that God responded by
cancellingthe Davidic Covenant. And,
what of the New Covenant? When that
was given, the people of Israel were lnvolved in incredible spiritual apostasy,
but none of that overturned the
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promise God had made. Second, someone might respond
that all of this is beside the point, becauseit hapfened before
the "big" sin of Israel, her rejection of the Messiair. Once that
happened surely the promises were cancelled. In addition to
the fact that such a claim ignores the unconditional wording
of the covenants, it also ignores the teaching of the NT. OnE
of the crucial passageson this issue is Romans ll. In that
chapter Paul is discussing the position before God of Israel
subsequent to her rejection of the Messiah. Throughout the
chapter Paul emphasizesthat God has not cast off fris people
Israel (Rom. ll:7,2,11,25-27).Moreover, after paul completes
his discussion of what God will do for Israel in the future, he
sums up his whole discussionon this matter by saying ,;the
qi_ftg.an_dcalling of God are without repentance" (-Rom.
ll:29). Surely, that should be enough certifitation that God's
attitude and plan for Israel is no different than it was in the
OT. Moreover, it should be enough proof that the covenant
promisesare unconditional. God will fulfill them in spite of
all of Israel'sunbelief.
, Third, someonemight still respond that it does not seem
fair that God should reward the disobedientwith such blessing. Moreover, ir does not seemto fit with all the OT passages
such as Deuteronomy 30:1-10which seemsto indicate tliat
Godrvill only fulfill the promisesif Israel is faithful. In fact,
that Deuteronomy 30 passageis part of the palestinianCovenant. Genesis 15:18-21,which gives the dimensions of the
land that God will give to the descendantsof Abraham. is
not conditional, but Deuteronomy 30 certainly appearsto be
conditional. Again, the contradiction is only apparentrather
than real, and again, the problem can be ..roGd bv an important distinction. One must alwaysbe careful in regard to
the covenantsto distinguish between fulfillment of thi covenant and blessingunder the covenant. The former is unconditional; the latter is conditional. The point is that the
covenants have been made unconditionaliy and will be fuI.
filled. unconditionally. However, the pariicular group of
Israeliteswho enter into the blessingsof ihe covenant is conditioned on their obedienceto the Lord. God has promisedto
fulfill His plan and program for Israel, but the particular
Israeliteswho will seeand enjoy the implementation of those
promisesare only those who are properly spiritually relatedto
God, i.e., only those Israeliteswho are the people'of God in
both a national and spiritual sense. No one enters the
kingdom at its inception who does not meet the spiritual entrance requirementslThus, there is no contradiction between
a passagesuch as Deuteronomy 30 and the idea that the
covenants are unconditional,
In regard to this matter of Israel's relation to the
covenants, then, the answer is clear. The nation as a whole
has not forfeited the promises by virtue of the unbelief of
many. It is true that the spiritual dimensionsof the covenants
are being enjoyed with their blessingstoday by the Church.
However, the social, political, and economic dimensions of
the covenants await full realization in Israel in a future day.
She will realizethose blessingswhen she as a nation entersinto the spiritual dimensionsof those covenants.
Prophetically,

what is in store for Israel?

By virtue of the precedingdiscussion,it should be clear as
to some of the things in store for Israel, but Scripture has
14

much more to say on this matter. At this point a brief sketch
of the basic outlines of what God has in sttre for Israel woulJ
be in order. Then we need to ask whether the modern state of
Israel is a fulfillment of any of those prophecies.
There are six broad movements of God in respect to His
plan for Israel in the end times. First, throughout the OT
God promises repeatedly that in the end times-He will return
the people of Israel to the land (e.g.,Ezek. 37B, lT.l4; Zech,
12; 13:8,9).Though prophecies of ..trr.., to ih. land will
receive their most extensive fulfillment in the kingdom, it is
also clear that God will bring the people back to the land
before the kingdom. The poini is that her return to the land
will have tobe prior to the ribulation period, sinceScripture
shows Israel in the land during the lribulation and Leing
persecutedby the Beast(cf. Dan. ?). Moreover, when He doel
bring her back initially, the indication of such passagesas
those cited is that she will be brought back in unbehei Second, in Daniel 9:27 we are told thaithe tribulation will begin
with the Beast,the supremepolitical leaderin the tribulatiJn.
making a covenant with the people of Israel for seven vears
("one week"). In order for this to be accomplished,it ii
obvious that Israel must be back in the land, and it would also
seem necessaryfor her to have some form of official government with which the Beast can make such a treaty. Third,
Scripture also demandsthat during the tribulation ihere wili
be sacrificesoffered in the Temple and that in the middle of
the tribulation, the Beast will demand that such worship
cease(Dan. 9:27; cf.'Mart. 24:15). In order for those oropheciesto be fulfilled, some things have to h"pp.., ,hi.h
even Daniel from his time frame in history did noi-foresee.In
particular, Daniel did not foreseethe destruction of the Temple in 70 A.D. However, becauseof its destruction. we can
say from our point in history that in order for Daniel's propheciesand our Lord's propheciesto be fulfilled about Temple worship, the Temple must be rebuilt in
Jerusalem,and
sacrificial_
worship must be reinstituted eithir prior to the
onset of the tribulation or at latest very early into the tribula.
tion. Fourth, Scripture is very clear that the tribulation will
be a time of unparallelledpersecutionfor the peopleof Israel,
as well as for the whole world (Dan. 7; Mati. Z4:4-Zg:Rev.
6-18). Fifth, in the midst of Israel,spersecution, God will
deliver_-her
nationally and save her spiritually. According to
God's Word, this will happen at the battle of Armagedd"on,
the climactic point of the tribulation (Zech. lZ). Tho"ughthe
batde will initially be going very poorly for Israel
iZ..h.
74:1,2),God will return to do battie for His people
iZech.
l2:l-9; Rev. 19:11ff).However,when He..trr.rr, Israelcannot help but recognizewho He is. The Holy Spirit will be
poured
?.1!.ol the people of Israel (Zech. 12:10; Joel2:Zg);
they shall "look upon me whom they have pierced,; and they
shall turn back to Him in repentance(,,they shail rnol.r.rr,;,
Zech. lZtl} Matt.24:30). It is in this way that God will ac.
complish what Paul speaksof in Romans ll:26,27 (,,And so
all Israel shall be saved"). Finally, after the triLulation, the
redeemedremnant of Israel,along with the savedof all ages,
will enter the kingdom. Though irwill be a time of greatbl"essing for Israel, Scripture indicates that all the natircnsof the
world will benefit when Jesus is reigning at
Jerusalem and
Israelis in her proper place(e.g.,Isa. l1:10; Zeph. 3:9-lO).In
fact, in spite of long.standing animosity io.ard Israel. the
people of Egypt and of rhe area occupiedby ancient Assvria
FUNDAMENTATIST
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Scripture. God's Word gives the basis
for determining what will happen, even
if it does not tell us exactlv when each
thing will happen. Having said all of
this, however, let me add that when
one looks at all of the prophecies
relative to the end time and comparee
them with the world scene today, one
can safelysay that the stageis entirely
set for God to wrap up His program
with Israel and the world now, if He so
chooses.In fact, I shall be rather surprised if our time does not turn out to
be the time of the end. I rather suspect
that the return of Israel to the land in
this century will prove to be the fulfillment of all those OT propheciesabout
the return before the tribulation in
unbelief. However, none of us as of yet
in fact knows that such is the case. I
shall be surprisedif God does not complete His program with the nations and
Israel soon, but I am not about to tell
God that He must do it now. nor
should anyone else!
How should believers relate to the
modern state and people of Israel?

will be saved and blessed along with
Israeland they will dwell in peacewith
Israelas they all worship the Lord (Isa.

19:23-25).
Having seen what is in store for
Israel, we want to ask whether
anything now happening on the scene
of world history is a fulfillment of these
propheciesin regard to Israel. Several
things need to be said in response.It is
important initially to remember that,
regardlessof what is now happening,
none of it is determinatic)e
of what God
plans to do for Israel. The prophecies
outlined above will be fulfilled at some
time. Even if Israel were now to be
removedfrom the land, that would not
changethe fact that at some time God
will fulfill His promises to Israel. We
must be careful not to determine our
understandingof prophecy on the basis
of current events!In regard, though, to
the question of whether anything now
happening is the fulfillment of proSEPTEMBER
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phecy, I believe we must exerciseextreme caution and conservatism.Certainly, no one would arguethat mostof
what has been sketchedas Israel'sprophetic future has alreadybeen fulfilled.
However, there are many who would
arguethat at leastthe propheciesabout
return to the land and reinstitution of a
government of some form have seen
their fulfillment in this century. \Uhile I
am very sympathetic to this view, I
believe we must be careful about such
matters. The point is that God is
sovereign,and He will assuredlvfulfill
these prophecies in His own time.
\Thether our time in history is that
time or not, we do not know and will
not know until we seewhat God does
with this current set of circumstances.
Even if God were to disperseIsrael from
the land again, He could certainly
bring her back 100, 500, or more years
later and complete His program then
without contradicting anything in

In view of the responses to the
previous three questions, we are now
prepared to answer this question. I
believeour responseto the people and
state of Israel should be characterized
by nine basic items. First, shun antiSemitism in any form. Every believer
should recognizethat anti-Semitism is
ultimately encouraged by Satan
himself. According to Revelation 12,
Satan has never forgiven the Jewish
people for their part in the bringing
forth of the seed of the woman who
would crush the head of the serpent.
Consequently, he delights in
persecutingher, and Revelation 12 indicates that as the tribulation progresses,Satan will only increase his
persecution of Israel. Throughout
history, though, anyone who acts in an
anti-Semitic way is piaying right into
the hands of Satan. Such activity not
only aids Satan's cause against Israel,
but it is downright foolish in regard to
God's promise to Abraham in Genesis
lZ:3. Far too many individuals and nations have found too late that God was
serious when He promised Abraham
there would be blessingfor those w\o
bless the Jews and cursing for those
who curse them. Let us not learn that
lessonthe hard wav!
t5

Second, pray for the people and state oflsrael. Psalm 122:6
reminds us to "Pray for the peace of Jerusalem; they shall
prosper who love thee." Nothing in God's Word indicates
that He has changed His mind about that!
Third, we must admit Israel'sright to exist as a nation and
as individuals. Just as all other nations and individuals have a
right to exist, so do the nation and people of lsrael. Mentioning such a thing seemsunnecessary,becauseit is so obvious,
but in view of what has been done to the Jewishpeople in this
century alone, it becomes extremely important to emphasize
this point.
Fourth, merely admiaing that Israel has a right to exist,
though, is not enough. We must also recognizethat the people of Israel are still the people of God in a national sense,
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Abraham (Deut. 28-30;Gen. 15:18-21).Consequently, when
debates arise over who has a right to the land, the answer is
that God has given it to the people of Israel. There are some
who would argue that the land only belongs to the righteous
remnant who will some day properly be related to God. As a
result, the current Jewish inhabitants, blinded by unbeliei
have no right to the land. While it is true that a righteous
remnant will some day inhabit the land, the position as a.
whole is problematic in two respects:1) it ignores the fact that
the land promises were made unconditionally to the descendants of Abraham (Gen. 15). Becauseof unbelief God has
prohibited many Jews from experiencing the blessing of that
promise, but it has always been theirs by right, even if not in
fact;2) it ignoresthe fact that God promised He would bring
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even if they are not yet as a nation the people of God in a
spiritual sense.Some day they will turn to God and be His
people in a spiritual sense,but their current unbelief does not
remove them as the national people of God. Throughout the
OT the majority of the nation often was ungodly, and yet at
various times the Lord reaffirmed Israel as His covenant people. Anyone who thinks for a moment about the spiritual
relation of Israel to God at the times when such portions of
the OT as Deuteronomy, Psalms,Isaiah, and Zechariah were
written knows that more often than not the people were far
from God. And yet, in those very books we have confirmation of Israel's special position before God (Deut. 7:6-8; Ps.
135:4;Isa. 4l:B,9; Zech. 2:8). God did not cast offHis nation
at those times becauseof unbelief, and He has not now done
so, either. We would do well to remember that Israel is still
God's chosen people. Some day she will be everything He intended her to be!
Fifth, we should recognize lsrael's right to the land in virtue of the Palestinian Covenant and the promises made to
16

lsrael back into the land as a nation in unbelief preparatory
to a time of great tribulation, which tribulation would lead to
the salvation of the remnant. If there cannot be a savedremnant without the presenceof lsrael in the land during the
tribulation, it should be obvious that unbelieving Israelmust
have possessionof the land. Though we do not know if the
current state of Israel is the fulfillment of those prophecies
about the return at the end time in unbelie( we do not know
that the current state of lsrael is not the fulfillment. either.
\7e have no right to assumethat it is not and thus, urge the
removal of lsrael ftom the land. At any rate, there have been
other times in history when unbelieving Israel has had possession of the land in God's good providences.If He choosesto
give it to them again now, even if not in preparation for the
tribulation, who are we to say He shouldn't?
A sixth and corollary point is that if we recognizethat the
modern state of lsrael may well be the fulfillment'of OT
prophecies about the return of Israel to the land preparatory
to the tribulation, we should be careful not to do anything
FIJNDAMEMAUSTJOURNAL

which would contribute to her removal
from the land. If God is wrapping up
His program with the peopleof Israelat
this tirne, and if that program demands
that Israel be present in the land, who
are we to try to stop the accomplishrnent of His purposes?Indeed,now may
not be the time of the end, but who
would be so foolish as to presume that
he knows it is not? Even if it is not the
time of the end, it still behoovesus to
remember Genesis l2:3 in our dealings
with the question of whether Israel
shorrld or should not be removed from
the land.
Having said all of these positive
things, one should not conclude that
Israel has cane blancheto do whatever
she wants to do. If Israel involves
herself in sin, we should not condone
it, try to rationalize it, or justifu it on
the grouhds that Israel is God's nation
so she cart do whetever she wants. Just
as a Christian's standing as a member
of God's spiritual people does not give
him license to sin, so Israel'sstanding
as God's national people does not give
her licenseto sin. Personally,I would
not want to have to defend every act of
the modern state of Istael, but for that
matter, I would not want to have to de.
fend every act of an) nation or individual, including myself. Not all are
defensible.Having a biblically sound
view toward Israel should make one
positive toward her, but it should not
and cannot allow us to excuseher if she
sins. Nor should it causeus to assume
that she cannot sin.
Though a pro-Israel stance should
not entail condoning her every action
even if she commits sin, there is
another point that needs to be
rememberedas well. If Israel does sin,
her commission of sin is not giounds
for excluding or removing her from the
land. The reason for raising this point
is that one often feelsthat when someone accusesIsrael of sin, there is a
hidden agenda,namely, an underlying
argument that if Israel is guilty, then
she should lose possessionof the land.
It would be hard to find someonewho
would -state the case in just those
words, but when one reads the
argumentation against Israel's actions,
one gets the impression that such a
view may be lurking in the
background. Certainly, if Israel ought
to forfeit her right to her homeland
every time she sins, then it would seem
SEPIEMBERl9B2

that in fairness the same standards
should apply to all nations. Of course,
if that were done, we would all be
homeless!
Finally, it cannot be emphasized
enough that a proper stance for the
believer toward the nation and people
of Israel is to witness to thern! The
Great Commission relatesto the Jew as
well as the Gentile. Some might argue
that we do not have to witnessto the
Jew,becausethe nation will be savedat
the end of the tribulation. Therefore.
focuson Gentiles.God will take careof
the Jews at the time when they look
upon Him whom they have pierced.
While this may sound plausible,it loses
all plausibility when we recognizethat
no Jew who enters the tribulation is
guaranteedthat he will make it to the
end. Scripture is very clear that during
the tribulation there will be a significant portion of the world's population
that will die becauseof the eventsof the
tribulation (e.g., Rev. 6:8; B:10,11;
9:15-18).How can we assume,then,
that everyJewwill make it to the end of
the tribulation? Moreover, the notion
appears even more foolish when one
realizes that no Jew today has any
guaranteethat he will even live to see
the tribulation, let alone live through
it. Even if the tribulation does not
begin for another five years,many people could go into a Christlesseternity
before then. Thus, we must witness to
unsaved Jews now; there is no
guarantee that they will live long
enough to seethe tribulation, let alone
look on Him whom they have pierced.
Moreover, if the argument is sound
that. we should leave Jews alone,
becausethey will respond at the end of
the tribulation, the same argument
could be used in relation to Gentiles.
Not all Gentiles will be killed in the
tribulation; otherwise there could be
no Judgment of the Nations as recorded in Matthew 7531ff. According to
that passage,some non-Jews will be
savedand enter the kingdom in natural
bodies (Matt. 25:33,34).Other passages
show that even nations will respondto
God and be saved(e.g.,Isa. 19).Should
we, for example,useIsaiah 19 as a basis
for withholding the gospel from the
Arab world (at least from Egyptians,
Syrians,and lraqis)?Should we, on the
basis of Matthew 25 withhold the
gospelfrom the Gentiles,assumingthat
God can alwayssavethem at the end of

the tribulation? If we do, we have just
eliminated any reason for missionary
enterprise and witnessing to anyone,
Jew or Gentile alike. Such a position is,
of course, absurd, but I would submit
that it is no lessabsurd to withhold the
gospel from Jews becausesome will be
saved by the end of the ribulation
than it is to withhold it from Gentiles
becausesome will be savedby the end
of the tribulation. Withholding the
gospelfrom any group of people is unthinkable! Therefore, witness to the
Jew and the Gentile alikel
Our ultimate attitude and response
to Israelshould be consistentwith that
of the apostle Paul who wrote,
"Brethren, my heart's desireand prayer
to God for Israel is, that they might be
saved"(Rom. 10:1).And, that artitude
should dictate our action toward theml
May God grant that it be so!
!
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It is rather amazingthat Paul even goesas far asto say that
if Jesushas not been raised from the dead, then we may as
well "eat and drink; for tomorrow we die" (verse32). Thus,
the resurrectionis the chief factor which separatesChristianity from hedonistic, pleasure-orientedphilosophies or from
any other of man's philosophical world views.
Having noted that the resurrection is the center of the
Christian faith, it is no surprise to find that this event has
traditionally been attacked by critics. That was especiallythe
casein the nineteenth century when naturalistic alternative
theories were popular in old liberalism. These theories
substituted nonsupernatural explanationsfor the miraculous
element in the resurrection narratives, the earliestof which
are recordedin the New Testament (Matt. 28:11-15;John
70:13-15).In other words, critics tried to utilize ordinary
physical processesto explain the event of the resurrection,
However, each of theseattemptsfailed to explain away the
resurrection,The interesting point to note here is that even
the old liberals of the nineteenth century took turns criticiz.
ing each other's theories, thereby pointing out the
weaknessesin each one.
Even more interesting is the stance taken by twentieth
century theological critics. Even though they reject the inerrancy of Scripture, they generally also reject the alternative
theories concerning the resurrection. Such influential
modern theologians as Karl Barth, Raymond Brown, and
Gunther Bornkamm, to give a few instances,rejectthe earlier
nineteenth century attempts to explain the resurrection by
natural physicalprocesses.
At any rate, the twentieth century
critics have generallyrejectedsuch alternative theories.
Therefore, either by the critics themselvesor by conservatives,each of these naturalistic theories were disproved by
the facts. Each fell prey to the known historical data.
The purpose of this article is not to addressthese critical
attempts in any detail, but to point out positiveevidencesfor
the resurrection. The ten evidencespresented here will be
divided roughly into four categories.Although there is some
overlapping, the four groupings will facilitate easier
categorizationof these ten evidences.
To be sure, there are many more resurrectionevidences
Iisted in the New Testament which we will not be able to
discusshere. But one significanceof these ten arguments is
that they are based on facts which are acceptedby most
critical theologians,historians, and philosophers.
Since these facts are acceptedas historicai by virtually all
scholars,these evidences,which are based on them, should
not be rejectedby,those who disbelievethe inspiration of the
Scriptures.In other words, even skepticsshould accept this
evidencebased on critically acceptedfacts. Here we have a
solid factual basisfor the resurrectionwhich is even verified
by historical verification and admitted by critical scholars.

Gary R. Habermas is AssociareProfessor
of Philosoplq and Apologeticsat Liberty
Bapdst College.He receivedhk Ph.D. from
Michigan State U niversity.
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Eyewitness Testimony
The strongest evidence for the resurrection is that it is
basedon excellenteyewitnesstestimony. This can be shown
in three areasof concenrrauon.
The first evidencefor the resurrectionis that the disciples
were eyewitnessesto appearances of the risen Jesus.
Numerous eyewitnessesto the truthfulness of one fact is
strong testimony, especially when this eyewitness is not
disproved by natural means, as we noted above.
Even critics assertthat the discipleshad real experiences
and that these are not explained by alternative means.They
admit that a hallucination does not occur to more than one
person at a time (it is not "contagious")and that the disciples
were not in the proper psychologicalframe of mind in which
to experiencea hallucination.
Second,not only do we have eyewitnesstestimony for the
resurrection appearances,but this testimony is early. In 1
Corinthians 15:3,4Paul tellsus that the resurrectionmessage
which he preached to the Corinthian church was nor his
own. Rather, Paul "delivered" to the church rhat which he
had himself "received" from others (verse3).
How long before had Paul receivedthis material?I Corinthians was written about A.D. 55-57, but it is virtuaily
unanimous among scholars that the material which Paul is
passingon here is much earlier. Most date this creed in the
30's A.D. Paul adds that the original eyewitnesseswere
preaching this samemessageof their experiencesof the risen
Jesus(verse11).
Thus, not only did the eyewitnessestestify to rhe risen
Jesus,but even critics admit that this testimony was very early. The resurrection is based on early eyewitnesstestimony
and is not a legend which aroseyears afterward.
The third evidencefor the resurrectionis the transformed
lives of the eyewitnesseswho testified to the risen Jesus.
BeforeJesus'crucifixion, the discipleswere scaredand abandoned Jesusand then went into hiding. These facts are practicallv uncontestedbv scholars.

of Jesuove have
Vithoutthe reourrection
nolhin6uniquein Chriotianity'
vrithit we have
everything
that is meaningful.
Yet, less than two months later, the disciplespreached
openly and fearlesslyin the very samecity in which Jesushad
been killed. They then proceededto change that city and
gradually most of the Mediterranean area. They were even
willing to die for their faith, and tradition relatesthat almost
all of them died as martyrs. Their lives were completely
changed, which confirms their early eyewitnesstesrimony
that they had seenthe risen Jesusand servesas an additional
witnessto this event.
The strength of our first categoryof eyewitnessresrimony
is formidable. That the original eyewitnesses
testifiedto having literally seen the risen Jesus,that this testimony can be
dated to the time directly following these reports ind the
resultant extraordinary transformation of their lives alone
FUNDAMENTALISTJOURNAL

confirms the resurrection event when
coupled with the absence of naturalistic
alternative theories.

Skeptical Testimony
Now we turn to a different category
of testimony - that which is derived
from skeptics, much of which is also
from eyewitnesses.Evidence four concerns the fact that the Jewish leaders
were unable to disprove the disciples'
assertionsthat Jesushad risen from the
dead. Not only did the disciplesconfront them directly with their
teachings, but Luke reports that they
even accused the Jewish leaders of
crucifyingJesus(Acts 4:l-22; 5:25-40.)
At any rate, there is little question
that these leadershad both the motive
to disprove the disciples'messageand
many meansby which to do it, if possible, since they could have checked
much of the testimony. That nothing
could be done is a skeptical testimony
to the veracity of the resurrection.
The fifth evidence for Jesus'resurrection concerns the testimony of
James,the brother of Jesus.Jameswas a
skeptic and did not believe in Jesus'
teachings concerning Himself (John
7:5r Mark 3:21). Yet Paul relatesthat
Jesusappeared personally to James (1
Cor. 15:7),which was followedby both
James'conversion and his subsequent
promotion to one of the highest positlons in the early church, pastor of the
congregationat Jerusalem.
Reginald Fuller, one of the most
prominent critical theologians, even
admits that he acceptsthe appearance
to Jamesbecause,without it, he has little grounds to account for either James'
conversion or his quick promotion
(The Formation of the ResunectionNarTatiores,
Scribner's,1971,p.37).Here we
seethe valueof James'conversionas an
evidencefor the resurrection.
Sixth, Saul of Tarsus was another
skepticfor whom an appearanceof the
risen Jesuscaused his conversion. We
sometimesforget Paul's distinction as
perhapsthe best known persecutorof
Christians. His conversion is a {act o{
history for which an adequatecauseis
needed.His testimony is that he was an
eyewitnessof a resurrectionappearance
(1 Cor. 9:1) and serves as a strong
evidencefor this fact.
Thus we perceivethat skepticsalso
presentstrong evidencefor Jesus'literal
SEPTEMBER
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resurrection from the dead, much of
which is eyewitnessin nature. That
thesepersonswere also opposedto this
event is a strong testimony in favor of
it.
Archaeological

Testimony

The category of archaeology also
presentsargumentsfor Jesus'resurrection. two of which will be mentioned
here. The seventh evidence for this
event is provided by the empty tomb.
Although this point is disputed by
some critics, an increasingnumber admit it and the factson which it is based.
As such it servesas another indicator
that Jesusdid, indeed, rise from the
dead in a new, spiritual body.
Eighth, at least this writer believes
that the facts in favor of the authenticity of the Shroud of Turin may now be
advocatedas an important evidencefor
the literal resurrection.Although scientific studies on this artifact continue
and nothing in the Scripturesprove it
to be true, the facts are compelling. It
almost assuredly is not a fraud, and
historical studiesindicatethat it is quite
probably Jesus'burial garment. Additionally, the lack of bodily decompositon (which indicatesthe exiting of
the body) complementsthe intact condition of the bloodstains (indicating
that the body was probably not unwrapped). When combined with the
image on the cloth being causedby an
apparent scorch from a dead body, we
have strong indications that the
Shroud verifiesthe resurrectionby empirical investigation.
Thus archaeology adds to the
evidencefor the resurrection.The empty tomb and the Shroud of Turin pro.
vide strong verification for this event.
Practical Testimony
Although surelynot as strong as the
preceding arguments, there are two
facts which might simply be mentioned
as practical considerationsin favor of
the resurrection.
Our ninth argument is that the
resurrectionis the best explanation for
the origin of the church. Although
other causescould be envisioned, it is
quite difficult to conceiveof the church
getting started at all if Jesus'resurrection could have been disproven. In
other words, while not proving the

resurrection, the existence of the
church would be an enigma apart from
the veracity of this event, especially
when we remember that the church
was founded by the same personswho
testified to Jesus'appearances.
Tenth, the origin of Sunday worship is also difficult to explain if the
earliest church did not believe that
Jesuswas raised on the first day of the
week(1 Cor. 15:3,4).The first Christian
converts had been law-abiding Jews
who were taught to worship on Saturday, the sabbath. Thus the occasionof
Sunday worship is a last point in favor
of the resurrectionof Jesus.
Summary and Conclusion
Contemporary critical scholars
recognizethe historicity ofJesus' death
by crucifixion, as this is strongly indicatedby historical inquiry. The resurrection has been shown here to be by
far the best explanation for the facts, as
well. Naturalistic alternative theories
fail to account for the data and are
refuted by the known facts, as even
critics admit.
Additionallv. there are a number of
positive evidencesfor the historicity of
the resurrection, ten of which were
utilized in this essay. Perhaps the
strongestpoint in this apologeticis that
since almost all of the facts upon which
these evidencesare based are accepted
by virtually all critical scholars, this
event should not be rejected even by
those who reject the inspiration of
Scripture. Thus, even using the
minimum number of critically accepted
facts, we have enough of a basis on
which to acceptthe resurrectionas a
literal fact.
Therefore, the resurrection of Jesus
in a new, spiritual body is the best explanation for the historical facts. This
is especiallyevident when we combine
the early, eyewitnessexperiencesof the
disciples,Jamesand Paul with their corresponding transformations, along
with the evidencefor the empty tomb
and the Shroud of Turin. These
sources agree that Jesus was literally
raised from the dead. This New Testament conclusion is corroborated by all
of the facts. Jesus did rise from the
dead, after which He appearedto His
followers and taught them about d're
Kingdom of God (Acts 1:3).
D
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Billy Sundayz
HeBattled
With The Devil
by Robert Allen

e did not preach - he exploded. He raced back
and forth acrossthe platform, running by some
estimatesmore than a mile durins the courseof a
single message.In the midst of a story he would catch up a
chair and crash it againstthe floor, climb on the pulpit, tear
off his coat and roll up his sleevesto do battle with the devil.
H. L. Mencken once caricatured him as the "calliope of
Zion," and his authorized biographer, William T. Ellis,
devoted an entire chapter to "A Gymnast of Jesus."But when
all the shouting and gymnastics were over, the young
evangelist extended an invitation to "come to Jesus," and
thousands of people walked the sawdust trail to take their
stand for Christ.
William Ashley Sunday was born in a two-room log cabin
near Ames, Iowa, on November L9, 1862. His father, an
enlisted man in the Iowa Volunteer Infantrv. died a month
after Billy's birth in an army camp epidemic.Mrs. Sunday did
her best for the family, but when Billy was twelve she had to
send the boys off to the Soldiers' Orphanage at Glenwood,
Iowa. Later they were transferred to the Davenport Orphanage.lt was there that Sunday'sathletic prowessbeganto
be realized.
22
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Billy went on to play on the Mar.
shalltown baseballteam, champions of
Central lowa's semipro league.There,
Billy's play impressed "Cap" Anson,
the manager of the Chicago \Uhite
Stockings. Anson offered Billy a tryout
in Chicago, and Billv accepted.
Chicago then becamehis new home. ln
the next years the young ballplayer set
severalleaguerecordssuch as rounding
the basesin 14 secondsand stealing94
basesin a seasonof 116 games.
Sunday'sconversionoccurred at the
height of his.baseball career. He and
some other ballplayers were "tanked
up" on booze in Chicago when they
heard a group of singers from the
PacificGarden Mission holding a street
service.One of their songsincluded his
mother's favorite, "'Where ls My
Wandering Boy Tonight?" Billy ac.
cepted an invitation to attend the mission and reportedly said to the rest of
the ballplayers,"Boys, we have come to
a parting of the ways." He attendedservices at the mission several times,
becomingacquaintedwith Colonel and
Mrs. Clark who founded the mission.
They prayed for him and witnessed to
him until one night, as he describedit,
"l staggeredout of sin and into the
arms of the Savior."
Baseballremained central to Billv's
life for five years after his conversion.
But during those years he used every
opportunity he had to share his new
faith. Soon he was spendingmore time
in meetingswith the YMCA than with
baseball,and in 1891he turned down a
$500.00a month baseball contract to
join the YMCA as a full-time staff
member. His monthly salary: $83.33.
During his laseball days, Billy had
married Nell Thompson and joined her
church, the JeffersonPark Presbyterian
Church of Chicago. In 1893 on the
staff of EvangelistJ. \ililbur Chapman,
Sunday obtained invaluable experience
as the "advance man" who organized
upcoming meetings, and handled the
physical arrangementsfor the service.
During the Christmas season in
1895at home in Chicago with his wife

Robert Allen is
pastor of Bible BaPtist
Church, Missoula,
Montana.
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and two small children, Billy receiveda
telegramfrom Dr. Chapman informing
him that the evangelisthad decidedto
accept a church in Philadelphia and
had cancelledall of his meetings.Apparently unemployed, a worried Billy
Sunday considered going back into
baseball.And then one day he received
a letter inviting him to hold a meeting
in Garner, Iowa. Three ministers had
rented the opera house for a city-wide
campaign that was to begin in two
weeks, and they neededan evangelist.
By the end of that first week of
meetings,268 peoplehad come forward
confessing their belief in Christ as
Savior. The pastorswanted him to stay
another week, but he explained, "l've
preached 16 sermons.I don't have any
more left to preach. I have to go on to
Pawnee City." For 40 years until his
death in 1935,EvangelistBilly Sunday
never lacked an invitation to preach
the gospel.
Perhaps Billy's greatest campaign
was a lZ-week revival in New York
City in 1917.Sunday was scheduledto
open the meeting on Sunday, April 7.
The previous Saturday, April 6, President \iloodrow Wilson informed the
nation that it had entered into the
Vorld War by declaring war on Germany and its allies. For the next 12
weeksthe political, moral, and religious
climate of New York City remained
stirred until over 100,000people had'
walked the sawdusttrail to shakeBilly's
hand and declaretheir desireto stand
up for God and country. During that
time Congresspassedthe wartime Prohibition bill which made it nearly certain that Prohibition would becomenational law by Constitutional Amendment as soon as the war was over.
The battle against booze was one
which Sunday had fought ever sincehis
conversion, and no other single individual can be credited with more influence in support of national prohibition. Billy preachedhis famous "Booze,
or Get on the \ilater \fagon" an
average of once a week for over 20
years.So hard-hitting and effectivewas
it that threatenedsaloon interestsoften
threatened his life in turn. In some
cities the police department sent men
to guard him to and from the tabernacle.
In expressinghis position against
the evil of liquor, Billy Sunday pulled
no puncnes:

I am the sworn eternal and uncompromisingeneml of the liquor traffic. As
Iongas I l,ave a f oot, I'Il kick it; as long as I
haorca fist, I'lI hit it; as long as I haue a
tooth, I'Il bite it; and wlten I'm old, and
gra1, and bootlessand toothless,I'II gwn it
- 'tiII I go home to glory and it goeslwme
to perdition!
Billy Sunday was still preaching
when he died unexpectedlyin 1935.His
firneral was conducted bv Dr. H. A.
Ironside in the Moody Memorial
Church in Chicago. Billy Sunday's
sawdusttrail had visited every state of
the union. By the best estimateshe had
preached to over 85,000,000people in
person and had seen more than one
million of them receive Christ. The
Moody Church Neu.,sof December 1935,
reported that of the 3,157 people who
filed past his casket on the day of his
funeral, many of them exclaimed,"He
led me to Christ."
D
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-ITS ROOTS
FUNDAIVTENTALISM
by Ed Dobson

undamentalism has often been criticized, maligned,
and caricatured in the most negative perspective.
JamesBarr, a prominent British theologian,srates,
"Now Fundamentalismis a bad word: the peopleto whom it
is applied do not like to be so called. It is often felt to be a
hostile and opprobrious term, suggesting narrowness,
bigotry, obscurantism and sectarianism"(Fundamefialism,p.
2). Martin E. Marty, theologian from the University of
Chicago, confuses American Fundamentalism with the
fanatic fundamentalism of the Ayatollah in Iran. He implies
that all militant religiousmovementsin the world have a
common denominator: fanaticism. He perceivesthese "fundamentalist"movementsasseekingto "ward offthe devil,the
shahs abroad, or the humanists at home," The media has
picked up on Marty's assessmentand has caricatured the
resurgentFundamentalistmovement as nothing more than a
religiousfanaticismthat will produce the violent irrationalism
of lran. Everyone from Ji- Jones to back-woods
snakehandlershave been identified as Fundamentalists.This
constant barrage of symbolism from the media has clouded
the public image of Fundamentalism. ln setting the record
straight, one must understand the historical roots of this
movement.

The Fundamentals
Nearly all historians of the movement agreethat the Fundamentaiist movement received its name from the publication of a seriesof volumes called The Fundamentals.
These
were first published in 1909and experiencedwide circulation
until 1920.The prefaceto these volumes identifiestheir purpose:"In 1909God moved two Christian laymen to set aside

a large sum of money for issuingtwelve volumes that would
set forth the fundamentalsof the Christian faith, and which
were to be sent free to ministers of the gospel,missionaries,
Sunday school superintendents,and others engagedin aggressiveChristian work throughout the English speaking
world" (p. 5). The contributors to this seriesof articlesincluded such scholars as James M. Gray, Benjamin B.
'Warfield,
JamesOrr, V. J. Erdman, V. H. Griffith Thomas,
Melvin Grove Kyle, H. C. G. Moule, and G. Campbell
Morgan. These men were as diverse as Episcopal bishops,
Methodist evangelists, Presbyterian theologians, Egyptologists, editors, moderators, attorneys, and vicars. They
were certainly not anti-intellectual,snakehandling,cultic,
obscurantist fanatics. Their articles were a strong reaffirmation of historic Christianitv. Nearlv one-third of the articles
defendedthe inspiration and infallibility of the Scriptures.

Confrontation With Liberalism
The publication of The Fundamentals
and the ensuingwar
with liberalism was the conservative Christian responseto
the theological trends of that era. At the dawning of the
twentieth century, three major issuesconfronted the Protestant church. First, the church was confronted with the issue
of Darwinian evolution. How should the church respond to
the increasing popularity of the Darwinian hypothesis?
Should the Scripture be accommodatedto include this new
ideology?Should the Cenesisaccount of creation be utilized
to totally reject Darwin's theory? The liberal clergy and
scholarsdecidedto expand Christianity and the Scripturesto
continuedo4 page 26
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TI{E INERRANCYDEBATE
by Ed Hindson

he vast majority of Fundamentalists and
Evangelicalsalike hold to a belief in the inerrancy
of the Scripturesin their original autographsas the
proper view of biblical inspiration.Most conservatives
base
their positionon the teachingof the Scriptureitselfand trace
the formulation of the plenary-verbalinspirationconceprto
the crystalization of that position by \Tarfield and the
Princeton theologiansof the nineteenth century. To Fundamentalists,the inerrancy of Scriptureis ultimately linked
'We
to the legitimacyand authority of the Bible.
view the Bible as being God-breathed and thus free from error in all its
statementsand affirmations.To us the questionof the inerrancy of Scripturewas settledlong ago.However,today there
is a debate raging within Evangelicalcirclesregardingthe
total inerrancyof the Scriptures.

In current European theology we are told that truth is
"near at hand in the Bible and yet will remain relativelyhidden to us." The Bible is "inspired"only in that in its human
story we experiencethe Word of God, as God, in a paradoxical manner. God "speaks" to us through this volume of
human writings. Thus, the ultimate issueof the truth of
Scripturerestsupon the subjectiveexperienceofthe believer.
The "'Word of God" within the Bible becomes a "canon
within a canon" and, eventually,contemporarytheologians
have become reluctant to define what biblical content is in
fact the "'Word of God." This leavesthe pastor with no absolutestandardby which to minister God's truth to people.

The Inerrancv Debate
Today

Have you ever tried to sellor promote somethingin which
you did not really believe?It is a miserableexperiencelThe
salesmanwho has no confidencein his product will reluctantly knock on your door, hoping no one will answer.The same
is true of the pastor who has no real confidencein the Bible
or his ability to apply its truth to the livesof his people.When
people call for help, he will think up an excuse to avoid
answeringthem or slip out the side door of the study while
his secretarystalls the distressedsoul in the outer office.

The recent and explosive evaluation of the left-wing
Evangelicalcapitulation to limited errancy by Dr. Harold
Lindsell has raisedstrong objectionsto the drift away from inerrancy by many whose historical roots go back to the birth
of Fundamentalism.In commenting on this drift within
EvangelicalismRichard Quebedeaux observed that the old
conceptsof infallibility and inerrancy are being reinterpreted
to the point that a number of Evangelicalscholarsare saying
that the teaching of Scripture, rather than the text, is
without error. Some hav€ gone so far as to recognizeand
even categorizethe marks of cultural conditioning on Scripture. It is the latter issuewhich has such strong implication in
relation to the use of Scripture in the ministry.

I9B2
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Preaching and the
Inspiration of Scripture

1. Thy Word ls Truth: Confidence in the Message
In Dr. Harold Lindsell's important and controversial
book, The Battle for the Bible, he raisesthe question of the
trustworthinessof Scripture. "Is the Bible a reliable guide to
continuedon page 29
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include Darwin's theory; whereas,the conservativescholars
flatly rejectedit as being anti-Christian.
Second,the church was confronted with the issueof German higher criticism. The authorship of the Pentateuch,the
authorship of Isaiah, and the whole placeof documentsin the
development of Scripture becamean issue.Did Moses write
the Pentateuch?Was there one Isaiah, two Isaiahs,three or
perhapstwelve?The liberal arm of the church capitulatedto
this new wave of criticism, but the conservativesrejectedit as
being an attack on the very authority and continuity of Scripture. Third, the whole idea of supernaturalismbecamea major issue in the church. Was Jonah really swallowed by a
whale?Did Noah exist and did a flood ever take place?\fhat
about miracles in the Bible? Liberal theologians accepted
these miraculous stories as mythological tales designed to
communicate a spiritual truth. They reduced the Bible to a
book of fairy tales. The.conservatives,on the other hand,
defendedthe reality of these stories and acceptedthe supernaturalism expressedin Scripture.
The word "liberal" means broad-minded. The liberal
theologianswere broad-minded in their attempt to synthesize
secularism in Christianity. Francis Schaeffer is correct in
assessingthat theological liberalism is in reality religious
humanism. The liberal church had attempted to secularize
Christianity and Christianize secularism.The conservatives
affirmed their Christian belief as distinctive belief and in contradiction to secularsociety.

The Five Fundamentals
In resistingthe influencesof Darwinism, higher criticism,
and secularism,early Fundamentalist leadersidentified five
basic firndamentals. These were considered the essential
points of Christianity. The Fundamentalist leaders argued
that anything lessthan these firndamentalswas not another
form of Christianity, but was not Christian at all. The fundamentalswere first articulated and defendedat the Niagara
Bible Conferenceat the end of the nineteenth century. They
were further solidified with the publication of The Fun,
damentals in 1909.
These five basic fundamentals included:
1. The inspiration and infallibility of Scripture.
2. The deity of Christ (including His virgin birth).
3. The substitutionary atonement of Christ's death.
4. The literal resurrectionof Christ from the dead.
5. The literal return of Christ in the Second Advent.
Although some have expanded this list to include such
issuesas a literal heaven and hell, soulwinning, a personal
Satan, and the local church, nevertheless,the doctrinal
characterof Fundamentalismstill centersaround the five fundamentalslisted.

Inspiration and Infallibility of Scripture
The Fundamentalistconcept of inspiration and inerrancy
is predicatedupon \0arfield's ideasof plenary-verbalinspiration. This implies that in the original autographsall of Scripture is equally inspired and that inspiration extends to the
very words themselves.The logical consequenceof a Godbreathed Bible was a document free from error in all of its
statementsand affirmations. This meant that the Bible was
26

without error not only in theology but also in matters of
science,history, geography,and the cosmos.The inspiration
and inerrancy of Scripture becamethe cornerstoneof Christian faith. In his book, Thy Vord Is Truth, E. J. Young states,
"lf the Bible is not a trustworthy witnessof its own character,
we have no assurancethat our Christian faith is founded
upon Truth" (p. 30). Young correctly assesses
that "it is equally true that if we reject this foundational presuppositionof
Christianity, we shall arrive at results which are hostile to
supernaturalChristianity. If one begins with the presuppositions of unbelief, he will end with unbeliefs conclusion" (p.
191).Consequently,the early Fundamentalistsfelt that to
renegotiate their belief in inspiration and inerrancy was a
capitulation to unbelief and error.

Deity of Christ
The deity of Christ is the most essentialfundamental of
all. The article on Christ's deity which appearedin The Fundamentals
was written by Varfield. His argument was twofold.
First, Christ claimed to be God. He acceptedthe worship of
other peopleand was clearlybelievedas divine by the apostles
and early church. Second,the deity of Christ was evidenced
by the personalexperienceof the believer.Although this second argument was subjective, Warfield concluded, "The
supremeproof to every Christian of the deity of his Lord is in
his own inner experienceof the transforming power of his
Volume 2,
Lord upon the heart and life" (The Fundamentals,
pp.239-46).
The virgin birth was consideredas a related issueto the
deity of Christ. JamesOrr, a prominent Scottishtheologian,
wrore the articleon the virgin birth that appearedinThe Fundamentals.To the early FundamentalistsOrr stated, "The
virgin birth was not an option, it was an absolutenecessity.
Doctrinally, it must be repeatedthat belief in the virgin birth
of Christ is of the highest value in the right apprehensionof
Christ's unique and sinlesspersonality"(p.259).

Substitutionary Atonement
The liberal theologians had developed new theories regarding the death of Christ. They were propagatingthe idea
that the death of Christ was merely that of a martyr and provided nothing more than a moral influence on society. He
died as a good moral examplefrom which all men can benefit.
To the Fundamentaliststhis was a denial of the heart of
Christianity and the soul of the gospel.Christ died a substitutionary death and in so doing, provided atonement for man's
sin. The gospel was the death, burial, and resurrection of
Christ (1 Cor. 15).The whole mandateof the church in society centeredaround the death and resurrectionof Christ.

Resurrection of Christ
The liberal theologianswere advocating a spiritual, not a
literal resurrection.They claimedthat Jesusdid not physically
and bodily come out of the gravebut rather His spirit and influencecameout of the grave.They believedthat Christ rose
in people'shearts. The Fundamentalists,on the other hand,
loudly proclaimed the literal resurrection of Jesus. They
believed that their justification was sealedby the death of
Christ and their regenerationwas confirmed by His resurrection. The Scripturesclearly taught a bodily resurrectionfrom
the dead. The Scripturessubstantiatedthat Christ appeared
FUNDAMEMAUSTJOURNAL
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in a literal body to His disciples.To
deny the resurrection was to deny the
clear accounts of Scripture, the confirmation of many witnesses,and the theological necessityof the resurrection.

Second Coming of Christ
The Fundamentalists believed not
only in a literal bodily resurrectionbut
also in a literal bodilv return of Christ
to the earth. Their hope was that the
coming of Jesuswould be the culmination of all history. On the other hand,
the liberals who questioned the death
of Christ and denied the resurrectionof
Christ were in no position to advocate
the return of someone they were not
sure had lived, died, and rose again.
Today, this particular tenet of Fundamentalism is still the most debated
and divergent. There are those who
choose to be pre-millennial, postamillennial, premillennial,
tribulational, mid-tribulational, or
post-tribulational, and numerous other
views. However, all Fundamentalists
believe that one day Jesuswill come
again to judge the world and vindicate
the righteous.

Liberalism in Demise
In light of these five fundamentals,
the liberals were facing a dilemma.
They were standing behind the pulpit
and preaching a Bible they did not
believe was inspired or inerrant. They
were proclaiming a Christ whose life,
death,and resurrectionthey questioned.
In essence,they had reducedthe Bible
to another pieceof literature and were
preaching a Christ who was nothing
more than a good moral influence and
a loving example. They really had no
messagefor a world that neededa lifechanging experience. Their message
was not Christian; it was a relativistic
religious humanism. The emergenceof
Fundamentalismwas not the birth of a
fanatic, militant, and irrational minority. lt was in reality the traditional and
conservativeChristian orthodoxy that
had existedthroughout church history.
Threatened by liberalism and its accommodation to unbelief, Fundamentalists emergedto defend minimal doctrinal essentialswithout which Christianity would ceaseto be Christian.

Conclusion
Sixty years have now transpired

since the early Fundamentalist controversy. The movement, which was
born in the heat of controversy between conservativesand liberals at the
turn of the century, has survived and
emerged with long overdue national
recognition. With the resurging influence of the Fundamentalist movement and the potential that it brings
for national revival, we must constantly stand for the absolute essentialsof
Christianity. The overwhelming tide of
secularism,humanism, and liberalismis
intent on destroying the church of
Christ. As our Fundamentalist forefathers withstood the winds of liberalism that were sweeping across the
Atlantic, so we in our generationmust
withstand the tide of secularismthat
has permeated every level of society.
'We
must defend the Bible as inspired
and inerrant. We must preach a Jesus
who is God, One who died a substitutionary death, was buried, rose again,
and is coming back to the earth. Let us
raisethe flag of Truth and wave its banner high. We must stand without compromise for the Truth that has set us
free.
!
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religious knowledge?" he asks. If it is,
then the minister of God has every
reason to hold tenaciouslyto its truths
above the prevalent opinion of his contemporaries.Nearly every major school
of thought in philosophy and
psychology rejectsthe authority of the
Bible. Therefore, it is virtually impossible and epistemologicallydisastrousto
attempt a merger between biblical
truths and anti-biblical concepts.This
is clearly evident among those who
have attempted to integrate liberalism
and orthodoxy in theology.
The pastor stands in a unique position, having been equipped with a
manual of instruction. All genuine
biblical counseling presupposes the
reliability of that Book. The minister of
that word is more than an integrator of
psychologyand religion; he is the interpreter and applicator of that word.
Therefore, all of his theological studies
and their practical application rest
upon his view of the Bible.
Dr. Edward Young (TIq Word Is
Truth,pp. 13,14)raisedthe issueof the
dependability of Scripture and related
it to applied theology when he warned,
"If, therefore, the Church today takes
the wrong turning and finds herself in
the land of despairand doubt, she has
not harkened to the Guidebook, but
has allowed herself to be deceivedby
signposts with which her enemy has
tampered."
John \Tarwick Montgomery (God's
Inerrant \X/ord,p. 15) has analyzedthe
modern preacherfrom the archetypeof
Rev. Eccles in John Updike's novel,
Rabbit, Ran, where the minister feels
deeply the needs of frustrated modern
man but is totally incapabieof meeting
those needsbecausehe has no authoritative word of judgment or graceto offer him. Thus, the ultimate origin of
the erroneous idea that the oastor is
not qualifiedro counselhas arisenfrom
a theological lack of confidence in the
power of Scripture. This leavesthe socalled minister a vicrim of professional
secularpsychiatristsas his only course
of help. The pastor's escape from
responsibility is, "See a psychiatrist."
The psychiatrist'sescapefrom responsibility is,"Seea pharmacisrl"
The Bible itself claims to be a divine
messagefrom God. It is not "the"
SEPTEMBER
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truth; it is truth! All truth may not be
in the Bible, but all that is in the Bible
is true. The Bible itself is the standard
of what is in fact true. JesusHimself
prayed, "Sanctify them through thy
word: thy word is truth" (John 17:17).
He proclaimedthat His words were not
His own, "but the Father'swhich sent
me" (John 14:24).The psalmist sang,
"The words of the Lord are pure words
as silver tried in a furnace of earth,
purified seven times" (Ps. 12:6).The
apostlePaul wrote: "...but as it is in
truth, the word of God, which effectually worketh also in you that believe"
(1 Thess. 2:13). That the Scriptures
claim to be, and that Jesus Christ
believed them to be, the infallible
revelation of God is a matrer bevond
dispute.
The Bible is indispensablein our
knowledgeof God and of His will. Dr.
Young (p.273) urged,"A return ro the
Bible is the greatest need of our
day. . . unless the church is willing to
hear the Word of God, she will soon
ceaseto be the church of the livins
God."
2. Thv Word Works: Confidence
in the Ministry.
If the Bible is the inspired Word of
God, then it will prove to be so in that
it fulfills its claims and promises.I once
sat next to a young collegestudent on a
flight from Indianapolis to Detroit. We
began talking about religion and the
Bible. After listening ro the claims of
Scripture he asked, "But how do you
know for sure that the Bible is true?" I
explained that if he took a course in
chemistry and the textbook claimed
that the mixture of two chemicals
would produce a certain result, he
could only prove that for certain by
personalexperimentation."How would
you know the book was correct?" I
asked."When I did what it said," he
replied,"it would work." "That is exactly how you can know that the Bible
is true," I announced. "'When you do
what it says,it worksl"
"Th^ Ril-l- " I f,,.*l.leredexplained,
"tells me about a Person who can
change my life by faith in Him alone.
\ilhen I did what the Book said, I experienced exactly what it claimed I
would: the assuranceof eternal life and
the forgivenessof sin."
Not only does the Bible claim to
preparemen for heaven,but for life on
r
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earth as well. The significanceof the
Sermon on the Mount is that it is a
spiritual message designed to equip
man to live on earth. This is also emphasized in the well-known passage
from Paul, "All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for
doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for
instruction in righteousness:that the
man of God may be perfect,thoroughly
furnished unto all good works" (2 Tim.
3:16,17).The "man of God" in the context is the minister of God's \Uord. He
has been fully equipped by that Word
to teach, reprove, correct, and instruct
the people of God. The Christian
minister must operatein the confidence
that the Bible works becauseit is truth.
The Bible is the basisof all Christian ministry. Its doctrines form the
standard of conduct for the Church.
The time has come for an avalancheof
biblical materials for use in the
ministry.The pastorequippedwith the
inerrant Word of God must use it with
confidenceto rhe glory of God and rhe
benefit of his congregarion.
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An Interview with
JohnRawlings
and Answers
Rev. John Rawlings is pastor of the Landmark Baptist
Temple in Cincinnati, Ohio, where he has served for 31
years.ln his early yearsin the ministry he was instrumental in
the formation of the Baptist Bible Fellowship (BBF). FandamentalistJournal interviewed Rev. Rawlings to answer questions about his early yearsin the ministry, the founding of the
BBF, and his review of Fundamentalism today.
Tell us about your background and salvation exLr:
perience.
I'm from a long tradition of Baptists.My grandfather
A:
was one of four brothers, two of whom were Baptist deacons
and two who were preachers.On my mother's side there are
about 60 people who are in full'time Christian work today' I
happen to be one of them. My grandfather was a Baptist
d."io.r. My father was not a Christian for many years' My
mother's godly influence deeply affectedmy life for good'
My mother taught me to read before I started school' She
encouragedand helped me read the Bible through (difficult
names f could not then pronounce at all), even before I
started school. Although we lived in the country in relatively
primitive living conditions, we lived among peoplewho were
great soulwinners.I was 13 yearsold when I receivedChrist
as mv Savior. That was in Cave City, Arkansas. I was born
and rearedthere. My wife and I attendedthe sameschool;we
were childhood sweetheartsand then were married when we
were 18 yearsold.
I finished all my prescribedhigh school coursesat the age
of 14, just when the Great Depressionwas beginning' I wasunable to further my education at that time becauseof
sicknessin our familv. My father was seriouslyill and I had to
take over the businesssat the age of 14. My father was a
farmer and lumberman who also owned and operateda cotton gin. For a long time businessdemands kept me on the
farm at home.
I
l'"
. rlow
Xr,

r.,
olo you get into

the ministry?

I was called at an early age.I think that I knew I was
A:
going to preach beforeI ever becamea Christian. My mother
lud p.uvid and askedGod to give her a son whom she might
give tack to the Lord. In fact, I was preachingsermonswhen I
iuu, forr. or five years old. It was just natural. lf a chicken
died, or a cat, or anything else,I was calledon to'preach their
funerals. I'd also hold servicesin our little country church'
In the earlv thirties I cameunder the ministry of a man by
the name of Dr. J. Frank Norris. A great'uncle of mine, a
circuit-riding preacher, had come into possessionof The
Searchlight,a church paper edited by Dr. Norris. Dr. Norris
30
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had, I believe, left the church at Dallas and had taken the
pulpit at First Baptist Church in Fort \forth and had started
.aiii"g the paper. My father subscribedto The Searchlight,
a.,d .',re.yThursday night he read Norris' sermon. Although
he was an unsavedman, he would read thosesermonsto the
family, and that is how I came under Norris' influence. When
he startedthe Baptist Seminary in the late thirties I moved to
Fort Vorth, Texas, and enrolled in the Seminary. I was the
first student to enroll in the Seminary and the first graduate.
John Birch and Oscar Wells also graduated but they had
iransferred in. Both wanted to go as missionariesto China.
This was before World War Il. So I was the first graduatetaking the full prescribedcoursesto graduate.
u:What
kind of influence did Dr. Norris have on vou
the Seminarv?
ino-"
"t
had never been in a Sundayschoolwith over 100in
A:,
attendance.After receivingNorris' paper for years I wanted
to build a soulwinning Sunday school. Norris exerted a
tremendous influence over my life. I felt that the man who
pastored,at that time' the two largestchurchesin the world
and the two largest Sunday schools, was the man whose
ministry I desired to sit under. I learned about a dynamic
Sunday school from Norris and from the late Dr' Louis
Entzminger.
have you pastored over the
two. I pastored ah" C".rrr"l
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Baptist Church in Tyler, Texas, and
am presently still pastoring the Landmark Baptist Temple in Cincinnati. I
pastored country churches while
pastoring in Tyler. I organized many
country churches, community churches, and then as soon as I could get a
pastor I would turn the church over to
him.

I Wh", circumstancessurrounded
cominq to Cincinnati?
voui
'L

t was recommendedby the late
A:
Dr. G. B. Vick. Ve had becomeclose
friends in 1939.\Uhen the pulpit committee of the First Baptist Church of
Lockland (now the Landmark Baptist
Temple) went to Detroit where Dr.
Vick served as pastor of the Temple
Baptist Church and asked him to
recommend a man he thought could
handle a difficult situation, he recommended me. I found that the church
had split and had been involved in
court hearingsfor six months.

is a church with a
L.r:Landmark
ricFheritage.Tell us about its history.
Al
fn" church was founded in 1792
as a missionchurch. It was startedby
an old gentleman by the name of
Tucker who had come over from
England. The church was named the
Springfield Township Baptist Church.
This church split because of certain
Calvinists who had come over from
England and had causeda division between a missionary group and an antimisionary group within the church.
The missionary group of the church
moved three miles down on the canal,
founded their own church and called it
the First Baptist Church of Lockland
about 1819. \ilhen we moved to the
park where the facilities are now
located we changedour name to Landmark Baptist Temple.

a
A

I wh", vear was thatl

lI ."-. to Cincinnati in 1951.
and we built our first building in the
SEPIEMBERl9B2

park in 1963.I have been at the Landmark BaptistTemple for 3l years.

Ri;:".,"i-",i1il'.u
some of the
Baptist Tem-

came, which was one of the most
seriousreligiousbattles in the twentieth
century, my influenceon the churchesI
had started in Texas caused me to
become a very vital part in the formation of the Baptist Bible Fellowship.

ple.

Al
V" have a radio broadcastthat
reaches16,000peopledaily. Ve have a
Christian school, K-12, that has more
'We
than 1,000 students enrolled.
are
the mother church to nine mission
that we have started and
:*:r.I:'

pf
your own personal
- : - o Regarding
:
ministrv in Cincinnati. wasthereevera
period of time that was extremely difficult?
A:lt
has alwavs been difficult. It
has been a battle every hour of the day
- seven days a week for 31 years.It
never lets up! And the older I grow, the
harder the battle is. It is hard for older
men and a man of my age- at 68, having been in the ministry for 45 yearsto maintain a high level of enthusiastic
preachingand not live in the past, but
be head-on regarding the issuesof the
day. A preachermust stay fresh and active, and be evangelistic,keeping his
heart warm and living continuallywith
a burden to win people to Christ.

Lrr: How were vou involved in the
ioilation
of ,i,. Baotist Bible
Fellowship?
Al
f was activelv involved in its formation. I had been close to Dr. Vick,
and the controversyhad risen between
him and Dr. J. Frank Norris. I was
responsiblefor Dr. Vick becoming the
presidentof the Baptist Bible Seminary
in Fort \Uorth becauseI was a member
of the Board of Trustees,president of
the Alumni Association, and the first
graduateto go out and build a church
ofany size.Becauseofthat influence,as
well as being far from Fort \Uorth, and
a very personal friend of J. Frank
Norris and Dr. Entzminger, I insisted
on Dr. Vick's coming. He served as
'When
presidentfor two years.
the split

I tt . , , , , ,
o What did vou seeat that time as
l
thelreatest hope of the Fellowship,the
greatest motivation that brought
everyonetogetherl
f, was a conrinuing thing
Al
becauseit originatedin the heart and
soul of J. Frank Norris. Thesewere men
who had convictions and fundamental
beliefsthat had come out of the postmillennial theory of Baptists during
and after \Uorld \Var I. That is when J.
Frank Norris broke fellowship with the
Southern Baptist Convention.

I

l.,,,,,

ugu remember most
|{.,\Uttat,d:,
a b o u tJ . f r a n k N o r r i sa sy o u l o o k b a c k ?
Al
f rememberhim as the grearest
preacherof the twentieth century.

I

p l . o So you would say rhar his personal influenceon your life was mainly
in the area of evangelism,Sunday
school, and church growth?
-

. - ! .

^

Al
O.. Norris founded the school,
with the motto, "The whole English
Bible for the whole English-speaking
world." The controversv had alreadv
started in their universitieswith the
criticismof the Word of God, and, of
course, the issue of rationalism and
higher criticism had come to many
seminaries. I was influenced by the
friendshipof T.T. Shields,W.B. Riley,
and other legionaries of Fundamentalism in those days. I had great admiration for Dr. Norris and his srrong
beliefsabout the Word of God, and the
doctrine of inerrancy. That is one of
the reasons whv I came under his
ministry. And a second reason involved my wanting to know how to
build a strong, evangelistic,soulwinning church, and Dr. Entzminger had
done that. Dr. Vick, who had then
become associatedwith a church in
Detroit, Michigan, grearly influenced
3l
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me becauseof his strong emphasison
evangelism. Men like Dr. Mordecai
Ham, who was a personal friend of
Norris, to the cowboy-evangelistB.B.
Crim, who I worked with for a number
of years, influenced my life since my
calling was that of evangelism.
I

l"

'.

t

t

l{o.Looking back at the Fellowship
ovei the last thirty years,what would
you say are its greatestsuccesses?
lr o.(a.alts sreatestsuccesshas been its
strong, dible-teaching, evangelistic
Sunday schools. That is really the
reaching ministry of the local church
and the Baptist Bible Fellowship. The
Fellowship is comprised of churches
that give strong emphasis to local
church responsibility and freedom.
Fundamentalists are known for their
independence. They don't want any
hierarchy telling them what to dol
They believe in four things: They
believe that the local church has Jesus
Christ as its Head,the Holy Spirit as its
Adminisnator, the Word of God as its
Message,
and the winning of soulsas its
Missionl And that's, fundamentally
speaking,what makes these churches
distinctiveand great.

A preachermu6t6Layireohand
acLive.He muotbe evangeliotic,
keepinghis heart \ilarmand llving
vrilha burdento vin
continually
nennle

ta

Chrisl

Lrr: Vhere do vou think Fundament a l i s mi s t o d a y ,e n t e r i n gt h e e i g h t i e s ?
r, is just about where it has
Al
always been! It is in the battle, in the
fight. I think that if I could give an
analysis, I would say that the
Fellowship believes in the Baptist
church perpetuity that goes back to
John the Baptist. I'd like to think that
there is a strong chain of evangelism
that has kept these churches in the
mainstream of truth. The churches
have not always been calied Baptist
churches. But I think that it is that
cord of evangelism more than the ordinances of the church that has been
crucial. It has been truth on fire rather
I9B2
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than truth on ice. So I believe that Fundamentalism is today where it has
always been.
J. Frank Norris was a man who had
discernment. He realized that if Fundamentalism would maintain a high
level of worth in the latter part of the
twentieth century, it would have to be
done through local churches and with
education within that framework. That
is why I think that Fundamentalism
owes a grear debr of gratitude to J.
Frank Norris.

Cod puts Hiomanin the forefionl,
andLheenem/genefall/shootoal
him.

Lr:
As vou look at the whole of the
Fr.,rr.-du*".,tulistmovement today, do
you seeany concernsor problemareas?
l

Pu.,aumentalism is a positive
Al
force. It is so because Fundamentalists
have stood their ground and refused to
compromise with the world. Were the
movement to do this, it would fall. I
think that the hope of this country is
the establishment of schools that
recognize the authority, the dignity,
and the leadership of local churches. It
is also with educational institutions,
mission boards and societies. The
philosop[y of the entire Christian
school movement has its roots in Fundamental, Bible-believing churches,
and that is what is needed today.
Establishing local churches that will
reach the youth and train leaders for
tomorrow is a never-ending, eternal
task until Jesuscomes.
I personally want to see the cause of
Fundamental Christianity militant, aggressive, less negative, and with a
greater compassion to serve a1l of
mankind and reach massesof people. It
becomes extremely difficult for the
average minister to think in terms of
the masses. It is easier for us to become
very provincial about things and
selfish. lt has been my observation
through the years that the average
laypeople and
Christian, both
ministers, experience only a short
period of their life when it can actually
be said and proven by the record of
their life that they are productive. A

hen will lay a cycle of eggs- about 180
eggs in one cycle. When it comes to the
reproduction processes in the laws of
nature we can see a parallel concerning
spiritual things. lt seemstoday that far
too many laypeople and full'time
workers reach maturity and die off too
quickly. We have far too many
casualtiesin all areasof Christian work
because people are not mentally,
spiritually, and physically tough
enough to take the warfare.

How do you feel about the BapW:
Conventron comiirttr.,du*"ntalism
ing up in 1984?

Al
I think it is rremendous. lt is
much needed, and I believe that it will
be far more successfulthan some of our
contemporaries think it will be. Some
men have very little senseand appreciation of history and can only see to the
end of their nose. But thank God for
visionaries. The cord of evangelism in
Fundamentalism goes back to the
revivals of the 1850's.The mantle has
been passeddown to us from Elijah and
Elisha, and there is no way of ignoring
it. What we seetoday on the horizon of
Fundamentalism is a young man by the
name of Jerry Falwell whom God has
given a tremendous mind and ability to
provide leadership in a number of areas
in this country. And having no men
like Gypsy Smith, W.B. Riley, Charles
Fuller, Mordecai Ham, T.T. Shields,
and the evangelistsof the early part of
the century (l had the privilege of hearing Billy Sunday, and all of these men),
I see this as it has happened through
the years and the mantle of leadership
may fall upon several men in a decade,
or several decades. Then again there
will be another man that will come
upon the scene in a very unique way.
God puts His man in the forefront.
And the enemy generally shoots at him
- like they did at Norris - and I seetoday, in my judgment, that Jerry Falwell
has been given that mantle. He probably did not seek it or even know what
was happening when it came. I don't
think that he was concerned too much
about that, but it just seemsto have so
happened that way. It is my opinion
that the next ten or fifteen years will
substantiate this projected analysis.'3
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To SundaySchool
What Happened
Busing?
by Elmer L. Towns

f ever there was a technique that was originated and
polished by Fundamentalistsit is the Sunday school
bus outreach. In the early 70'sthe useofSunday school
buses exploded across the American church scene and
thousands of evangelisticchurches bought old school buses,
organizedworkers to canvassneighborhoods,and brought in
untold thousands to Sunday school.
The driving motivation to fill buseswith children was the
conviction that the lost could be savedand that pastorscould
reach, teach, baptize,and build their churchesthrough bus
ministry.
John Rawlingspublisheda picture of 100busesin front of
Landmark BaptistTemple,Cincinnati. JackHyles,First Baptist Church, Hammond, Indiana, had 250 busesthat ran
severalroutes each Sunday'and brought in 12,000riders.
Jerry Falwell, Thomas Road Baptist Church, Lynchburg,
Virginia, conducteda bus clinic in February1972,and 5,000
delegatescame from all over America to learn how Thomas
Road Baptist Church bused in children from up to 50 miles
away.
Soulwinning was the bottom line of Sunday schoolbusing. The late John R. Rice published a list of those who
baptized over 200 converts a year, and churches with bus
ministries filled the list. ChrlstianLr/e published a list of 100
largestSunday schools, and churches with busesdominated
the list. Most of the growing churcheswere independentfundamentalchurches.
Then other groups visited theseindependentsand learned
how to begin a bus ministry. Shortly thereafter the streets
were filled on Sunday mornings with Pentecostals,
Evangelicals,and even liberal church memberswho wererunning buses.
One of the jokes in pastors' circles was that one of
Falwell'sbuseshad an accidentwith a Hyles bus in Texas.
Those Sunday schoolsthat got into busing for the wrong
reasons found that busing was expensive, involved hard
work, demandedextra teaching staff, additional facilities,and
usually introduced to the Sunday school children from lowerclass areas who brought discipline problems. Some Sunday
schoolsfound that the philosophy of busing evangelismwas
inconsisrent with their establishedphilosophy of nurturing.
Churches that were not winning souls dropped their bus
ministry.

Elmer Towns is Dean of Liberty Baptist
Seminctry.He is a recognizedexpert on
Sundayschnoland churchgrowth and the
autlnr o{ 32 books.
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Also, the Arab oil embargo of 1974began to reversethe
bus trend. Churches developedfinancial problemsbecauseof
the recession,and the children on the busescould not pay
the rising bills. Not only did gasrise in price, but everything
went up, including insurance,mechanics'salaries,advertisements,and the cost of constantly building for the additional children on the expanding bus routes.
Where is Sunday school busing today? It is still successful
in those churches that work at it. Ron Adrian of First
Baptist Church, New Castle, Delaware,has added busesand
they are filled. Last year he won the fastestgrowing ghurch
award for the stateof Delaware.The church has children and
families walking the aisleevery Sunday to get saved.
FUNDA\IENTAUST JOURNAL

Some may misinterpret the statement that busing will "never again capture the imagination" of the Christian
public. This does not mean that God
has repudiated buses, nor does it
criticize their past effectiveness.The
principles of God to reach, teach, win,
and build churchesare permanent, but
men will vary the techniquesthat apply
the principles. In 1968Jack Hyles told
the author, "Sunday school busing is
the application of the biblical principles
of reaching people for Christ."
The techniquesseemto run in a cycle but the principle remains. God
seemsto raise up a new technique for
each decade becauseit is effective in
reaching, winning, and expanding the
church. Each new technique has the
unique blessingof God upon it because
it meets a need where the church is
ministering. Sunday school bus
ministry seemed to be the technique
that met the need of the 70's. At that
time many children were bused to
public school, many againstthe wishes
of their parents. America was a mobile
society that was building expressways
to transport people longer distances.It
was only natural for children to ride
busesto Sunday school. Beforethe early 70's the mood of our country had
grown pessimistic and anti-conservative becauseof the Vietnam war and
other reasons.Into this settingthe Sunday school bus ministry gave a church
instant success.\ilith that achievement

I

churches were recognized for growth,
and some churches received national
recognition.
At one time street meetingswere as
successfulas tent meetings and vacation Bible school. Each seemsto be an
effectivetool for a generationofchurch
workers. In the 50'sit was door-to-door
canvassingand in the 60's it was Sunday school outreach. All of these
techniques,like Sunday school busing,
remain effective, especially when
dedicated workers apply them in the
power of the Holy Spirit.
But what are the techniquesof the
80's that God apparently is using?Obviously, God is using the Christian
school movement. That is an effective
"hot button" that gets results, Also,
our electronic generation can be
reachedthrough the electronicchurch.
Don't forget other techniquesthat plug
into the wall. such as films and visual
aids. Then, too, we are an age of
specialists and God has raised up
seminar ministries for all age groups,
seminarslike \ilalk Through the Bible,
BasicYouth Conflicts, and seeminglya
hundred other pointed but practical
seminarsto help peoplesolveproblems.
Perhaps the effectivenessof the oldfashioned revival meeting is now being
carriedout by in-depth seminars.
As we gearup for church growth, let
us go back to the basics that include
reaching, teaching, winning, and baptizing people. That includes old-

HEARTHE BIBLEON
CASSETTE!

fashioned visitation, Sunday school
campaigns,and Sunday school buses.
Let us not put all our evangelisticeggs
in one technique basket. Let us be as
well-rounded in our outreach as the
principles of God but as up-to-date as
the spiritual needs of our neighborhood.
!
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Geton the llrater Wagon
bl Billy Sunday
ho hath woe? who hath sorrow?who hath
contentions?who hath babblingl who
hath wounds without causeTwho hath
rednessof eyeslThel that tarrl long at the wine; they that go to
seekmixed wine. Look not thou upon thewine whenit is red, when
it giveth hiscolourin the cup, when it mouethitselfaright.At the
kxt it biteth like a serpent, and sringerh like an adder."
Proverbs 23:29-32.
I am the sworn, eternal, uncompromisingenemy of the
liquor traffic. I ask no quarter and I give none. I have drawn
the sword in defenseof God, home, wife,children and native
land, and I will never sheatheit until the undertakerpumps
me full of embalming fluid, and if my wife is alive, I think I
shall call her to my bedsideand say, "Nell, when I am dead,
send for the butcher and skin me, and have my hide tanned
and made into drum headsand hire men to go up and down
'My
the land and beat the drums and say,
husband,"Bill"
Sunday still lives and gives the whiskey gang a run for its
money.t

tt

Archbishop Irelandsaid,"I find socialcrime and askwhat
'drinkl'
causedit? they say
I find poverty. \What causedit?
'Drink!'l find families
broken up and ask what causedit; they
t e l l m e ' d r i n k ! ' l f i n d m e n b e h i n d p r i s o nb a r sa n d a s k , ' W h a t
put you here?'They say 'drinkl' I stand by the scaffoldand
'What
'drinkl' 'drinkl'
ask,
made you a murderer?'Theycry
"lf God would place in my hand a wand with which to
dispelthe evilsof intemperance,I would strike at the door of
everybrewery,and everydistillery,and everysaloonuntil the
accursedtraffic was driven from the land."
The saloonis the sum of all villainies.It is worsethan war,
worse than pestilence,worse than famine. It is the crime of
crimes.It is the mother of sins. It is the appallingsourceof
misery, pauperism,and crime. It is the sourceof three-fourths
of all the crime; thus it is the sourceof three-fourthsof all the
taxation necessaryto prosecute the criminals and care for
them after they are.in prison. To licensesuch an incarnate
fiend of Hell is one of the blackest spots on the American
government.
What is this traffic in rum? "The Devil in solution," said
Sir Vilfred Lawson,and he wasright. "Distilleddamnation,"
said Robert Hall, and he was right, "An artist in human
slaughter," said Lord Chesterfield, and he was right.
"Prisoners'General
driving men to Hell," saidWesley,and he
was right. "More destructive than war, pestilenceand
famine," said Gladstone, and he was right. "A cancer in
human society, eating out its vitals and threatening its
destruction,"said Abraham Lincoln; he was right.
"The most ruinous and degradingof all human pursuits,"
said Villiam McKinley; he was right. "The most criminal and
artisticmethod of assassination
ever inventedby the bravos
of any ageor nation," said Ruskin; he was right. "The most
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prolific hotbeds of anarchy, vile politics, profane ribaldry and
unspeakable sensuality," said Charles Parkhurst; he was
right. "A public, permanent agency of degradation," said
Cardinal Manning; he was right.
"A business that tends to lawlessnesson the part of those
who conduct it and criminality on the part of those that
patronize it," said Theodore Roosevelt; he was right. "A
business that tends to produce idleness, disease, pauperism
and crime," said the United States Supreme Court, and it
was right.
Lord Chief Justice Alverstone, at the International Congress on Alcoholism, said, "After forty years at the bat and
ten years as a judge, I have no hesitancy in saying that ninety
percent of the crime is caused by strong drink."
FUNDAMENTALISTJOURNAL

Working

Man Pays

Who foots the bills? The landlord
who loseshis rent; the baker, butcher,
grocer, coal man, dry goods merchant,
whose goods the drunkard needs for
himself and family, but cannot buy; the
charitable people, who pity the
children of drunkards, and go down in
their pockets to keep them from starving; the taxpayerswho are taxed to support the jails, penitentiaries,hospitais,
alms houses, reformatories, that this
cursedbusinesskeepsfilled.
Who makes the money? The
who
brewers,distillers, saloon-keepers,
are privileged to fill the land with
poverty, wretchedness,madness,crime,
disease, damnation, and death,
authorizedby the sovereignright ofthe
people, who vote for this infamous
business.
I could build 1,570,250housesfor
the working people and pay $2,000for
each house with the money we spend
for booze in one year. If made into $20
gold piecesand piled one on top of the
other, they would make a column 136
miles high. If made into silver dollars
and laid side by side, they would reach
3,615miles.If madeinto dimesit would
be long enough to wrap a silver belt ten
times around the world. In ten years I
could buiid a silver automobile road to
the moon.
\ilhen cities get out boom editions,
how many call attention to the fact
that it is saloon dominated?There is no
place outside the brothel where the atmosphere is so saturated; there is no
place where you can meet the filthiest
characters.It is the stem around which
clusters most of the infamies. The
saloon unfits its owners, bartenders
and patrons for the duties of citizenship. It is usually found in political
alliancewith keepersand supportersof
gambling dives. Gambling houses and
houses of prostitution are usually so
closely allied with the saloon, that
when the saloon is driven out, they go,
The saloon is usually found in partnership with the foes of good government. It supportsthe boodle alderman,
the corrupt lawmaker, the poiitical boss
and machine. It asks only to be let
alone in its law-nullifying, vice, and
crime-producing work, I have never
known of a movement for good government that was not opposed by the
]982
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saloon. lf vou believe in better civic
conditions, if you believein a greater
and better city, if you believe in men
going home sober,if you believein men
going to Heaven instead of Hell, then
down with the saloon.
Peopleare fit for liberty. The wrath
of an outraged public will never be
quencheduntil the putrid corpseof the
saloon is hanging from the gibbet of
shame; "praise God from whom all
blessingsflow."

Liquor Trade -

Fat and Sleek

"But," saysthe whiskeyman, "if we
hav6n't saloons,we will lose the trade
of the farmers; they will not come to
town to trade, if there are no saloons."
I sayyou lie, and by that statementyou
insuit one of the best classesof men on
earth.
The argument is often used that if
you closethe saloons,you thereby close
the breweriesand distilleries and that
will bring on a panic, for it will cut off
the farmer's market for his corn, and
that the brewer, who furnishes him a
market for his corn, is his benefactor.
Let us see.
A farmer brings to the brewer a
bushel of corn. He finds a market for it.
He gets fifty cents and goes his way,
with the statement of the brewer ringing in his ears that the brewer is the
benefactor. But you haven't gotten all
the factorsin the problem, Mr. Brewer,
and you cannot get a correct solution
of a problem without all the factorsof a
problem. You take the farmer's bushel
of corn, brewer or distiller, and you

brew and distill from it four and onehalf gallonsof spirit - thirty-six pints. I
am not going to trace the thirty-six. It
would take too long. But I want to
trace three of them, and I will give you
no imaginary stories plucked from the
brain of an excitedorator. I will take instancesfrom the judicial pagesof the
Supreme Court and the circuit court
judges'reportsin Indiana and in Illinois
to maKemy case.
A few years ago in the city of
Chicago,a young man of good parents
and good character, one Sunday
crossedthe street and entereda saloon.
He found there boon companions.
There was laughter,song and jest, and
much drinking. After awhile, drunk,
insanely drunk, his money gone, he
waskickedinto the street.He found his
way acrossto his mother's home. He
importuned her for money to buy more
drink. She refusedhim. He seizedfrom
the sideboarda revolver and ran out into the street with the expresseddetermination of entering the saloon and
getting more drink, money or no
money. His fond mother followed him
into the street.She put her hand upon
him in loving restraint. He struck it
from him in anger and then his sister
came and added her entreaty in vain.
And then a neighbor,whom he knew,
trusted and respected,came and put his
hand on him in gentlenessand friendly
kindness,but in an insanityof drunken
rage,the young man raisedthe revolver
and shot his friend dead in his own
blood upon the street. There was a
trial; he was found guilty of murder. He
was sentencedto life imprisonment and
when the mother heardthe verdict,she
threw up her hands and fell in a swoon.
In three hours she was dead.
In the streetsof Freeport, Illinois, a
young man of good family became involved in a controversy with a lewd
woman of the town. He went in a
drunken frenzy to his father's home,
armed himself with a deadly weapon
and setforth in the city in searchof the
woman with whom he had quarreled.
The first person he met in the public
squarein the city was one of the most
refined and cultured women of
Freeport. She carried in her arms her
babe, but this young man in. l-ris
drunken insanity mistook her for the
continuedon Page39
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woman he sought and shot her dead on
the streets with her babe in her arms,
He was tried and Judge Ferand, in
sentencing him to life imprisonment,
said: "You are the seventh man in two
years to be sentenced for murder while
intoxicated."
In the city of Anderson, you
remember the tragedy in the Blake
home. A young man came home intoxicated, demanding money of his
mother. She refused it. He seized from
the wood box a hatchet and killed his
mother, and then robbed her. You
remember he fled. The officers of the
law pursued him, brought him back.
An indictment was read to him, charging him with the murder of the mother
who had gone down into the valley of
the shadow of death to give him life, of
her who had looked down into his blue
eyesand thanked God for his life. And
he said, "l am guilty, I did it all." And
Judge McClure sentenced him to life
imprisonment.
Now I have followed probablv three

of the thirty-six pints of the farmer's
product of a bushel of corn and the
three of them have struck down seven
lives - the three boys who committed
the murder, the three persons who
were killed, and the little mother who
died of a broken heart.
And now, I want to know, my
farmer friend, if this has been a good
commercial transaction for you. You
sold a bushel of corn; you found a
market; you got fifty cents; but a fraction of this product struck down seven
lives, all of whom would have been
consumers of your products for their
life expectancy. And do you mean to
saythat is a good economictransaction
to you? That disposes of the market
question until it is answered; let no
man argue further.
Jubilee in Hell
If ever ther. was r iubileein Hcll it
was when lager beer was invented.
I t e l l y o u , g e n t l e m c n ,t h e A m e r i c a n
home is the dearest heritage of the people, for the people, and by the people,
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other good thing on God's earth.
Always A Law Violator
There is no law, divine or human, that the saloon
respects.Lincoln said, "If slavery is not wrong, nothing is
wrong." I say if the saloon, with its train of disease,crime and
misery is not wrong, then nothing on earth is wrong. If the
fight is to be won we need men - men thar will fight - the
church, Catholic and Protesrant,must fight it or run away,
and thank God she will not run away, but fight to the last
ditch.
The saloon comes as near being a rathole for a wage
earner to dump his wagesin as anything you can find. The
only interest it pays is red eyes,foul breath, and the loss of
your health, You go in with money, and you come out with
empty pockets. You go in with character, and you come out
ruined. You go in with a good position, and you lose it. you
lose your position in the bank, or in the cab of the
locomotive. And the saloon pays nothing back but disease
and damnation and gives an extra dividend in delirium
tremens and a free passto Hell. And then it will let your wife
be buried in the potter's field, and your children go to the
asylum. And yet you walk out and say that the saloon is a
good institurion, when it is rhe dirtiest thing on earrh. It
hasn't one leg to stand on and has nothing to commendit to
a oecentman or woman.
It is an infidel. It has no faith in God; has no religion. It
would closeevery church in the land. It would hang its beer
signs on the abandoned altars. It respectsthe thief and it
esteemsthe blasphemer.It fills the prisons and the penitentiaries.It despisesHeaven, hates love, scornsvirtue. It tempts
the passions.Its music is the song of a siren. Its sermonsare a
collection of lewd, vile stories. It wraps a mantle about the
hope of this world and that ro come. Its tables are full of the
vilest literature. It is the moral clearing house for rot and
damnation and poverty and insanity.
The saloon is a liar. It promisesgood cheer and sendssorrow. It promiseshealth and causesdisease.It promises,prosperity and sends adversity. It promiseshappinessand sends
misery. Yes, it sendsthe husband home with a lie on his lios
to his wife; and the boy home with a lie on his lips ro his
mother; and it causesrhe employeeto lie to his employer. It
degrades.It is God's worsr enemv and the Devil's best friend.
Seventy-fivepercent of impurity comesfrom the grogshop.It
sparesneither yourh nor old age. It is waiting with a dirty
blanket for the baby to crawl into this world. It liesin wait for
the unborn.
Personal Liberty
One hears a good deal about what is called"personalliberty." These are fine, large, mouth-filling words and they certainly do sound first-rate but when you get right down and
analyzethem they mean just about this: "Personalliberty', is
for the man who, if he has the inclination and the price.can
stand up to a bar and fill his hide so full of red liquor that he
is transformed for the time into an irresponsible,dangerous,
evil-smellingbrute. But "personal liberty" is not for his patient, long-sufferingwife who has to endure with what fortitude she may his blows and curses;nor is it for his children
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who, if they escapehis insane rage, are yet robbed of every
known joy and privilegeof childhood, and roo often grow up
neglected,uncared for, and vicious as the result of their suiroundings and the examplebefore them. "Personalliberty" is
not for the sober, industrious citizen who, from the proceeds
of honest toil and orderly living, has to pay, willingly or not,
the tax bills which pile up as rhe direct result of drunkenness.
disorder and poverty, the items of which are written in the
recordsof every police court and poorhouse in the land; nor
is "personalliberty" for the good woman who goesabroad in
the town only at the risk of being shot down by some drinkcrazed creature. This rant about "personal liberty" as an
argument has no leg to stand upon.
Listen! Here is an extract from the SATURDAY EVENING POST, taken from a paper read by a brewer. you will
say that a man didn't say it: "lt appearsfrom thesefacts that
the successof our businesslies in the creation of appetite
among the boys. Men who have formed the habit scarcely
ever reform, but they, like others, will die, and unlessthere
are recruits made to take their places,our cofferswill be empty, and I recommendto you that money spent in the creation
of appetitewill return in dollars to your tills after the habit is
formed."
In a northwest city a preacher sat at his breakfast table
one Sunday morning. The doorbell rang. He answeredit, and
there stood a little boy twelve years of age. He was on
crutches,right leg off at the knee, shivering,and he said,
"Pleasesir, will you comeup ro the jail and talk and pray with
Papa. He murdered mamma. Papa was good and kind, but
whiskey did it and I have to support my three little sisters.I
sell newspapersand black boots. \ilill you go up and talk and
pray with Papa?And will you come home and be with us
when they bring him back?The Governor sayswe can have
his body after they hang him."
The preacherhurried to the jail and talked and prayed
with the man. The man had no knowledse of what he had
done. He said,"l don't blamethe law, burlt breaksmy heart
to think that my children must be left in a cold and heartless
world. Oh, sir, whiskey,whiskeydid it."
The preacher was at the little hut when up drove the
undertaker's wagon and they carried out the pine coffin.
They led the little boy up to the coffin; he leaned over and
kissedhis father and sobbed,and he said to his sisters,"Come
on, sisters,kissPapa'scheeksbeforethey grow cold." And the
little, hungry, ragged,whiskey orphans hurried to the coffin,
shrieking in agony. Police, whose hearts were adamanr,
buried their facesin their hands and rushed from the house.
and the preacherfell on his kneesand lifted his clenchedfist
and tear.stained face and took an oath before God, and
before the whiskey orphans, that he would fight the cussed
businessuntil the undertaker carried him out in his coffin.
You men now have a chance to show vour manhood. In
the name of your pure mother, in the name of your
manhood, in.the name of your wife and the pure, innocenr
children that climb up in your lap and pur rheir arms around
your neck, in the name of all that is good and noble, fight the
curse.
A
Excerptsfrom the book The Best of Billy Sunday. I.Jsedby
permissionof Sword of the Lord Publishers,Murfreesboro,,Tennessee.
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by Harold L. Willmington
ne of the great subjectsin the Bible is the subject
of prayer. Following is a brief summaryof this doctrine.
No sinner is savedwithout prayer, and no believeris sanc.
tified without prayer. One's prayer may be like Solomon's
prayer (one of the longest in the Bible,31 verses* l Kings
8:23-53),or like Peter's prayer (one of the shortest in the
Bible, 1 verse,3 words - Matt. 14:30),but prayer must be exercised.
1. Definition of prayer - Prayer is talking with God.
2. Elements in prayer * According to Jesus'model prayer,
given at the request of the disciples (Luke 11:1; Matt.
6:8-13),prayer includes at least six things:
a. Worship* "Our Father, which art in heaven,Hallowed
be thy name."
* "Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done in
b, Sabmission
earth, as it is in heaven."
c. Petition- "Give us this day our daily bread."
d. Conlesslon- "And forgive us our debts as we forgive
our debtors."
- "And lead us not into temptation, but
e. Dependence
deliver us from evil."
(. Faith - "For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and
the glory, forever. Amen."
3. Reasons for prayer - Whv should we pray?
a. Becauseof the repeatedcommandof God - Eph. 6212i 1
T h e s s .5 : 1 7, 2 5 ; 1 T i m . 2 : B ;R o m . l Z : 1 2 ;C o l . 4 : 2 ;1 S a m .

12:23.

of theexampleof Clvist - Heb. 5r7; lPeter 2:21'
b. Because
c. Becauseof the exampleof the early church - Acts 1:14;
2 : 4 2 ; 6 : 4 ;l 2 : 5 .
d. Becauseprayr is God's chosenmethodfor:
(1) Defeatinsthe deqtil- Luke 77:37; l Peter 4:7.
(Z) Savingthe sinner- Luke 18:i3.
(3) Restoringthe backslider- James5:16,19,20.
(4) Strengrhening
the saint- Jude 1:20;Matt.76:41.
(5) Sendineforth laborers* Matt. 9:38; Acts 13:2,3.
(6) Curing the sick- James5:13-15.
(7) Gloribins God's Name - Rev. 5:8; B:1-4; Isa.
47.)1 )1. 64.6-',7
(8) Accompirsling the impossible- Mark 9:29; Acts
1 2 : 5 - 7 6J;a m e s5 :1 6 , 1 7 .
(9) Gic/lns good things
Matt. 7:7-lI; 21:ZZ;
P s . 1 0 27: 1.

Harold Willmington is Directorof the
Instituteof Biblical Studiesat Liberty Baptist
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(10) Imparting wisdom- James1:5.
(11) Bestori.,ing
peace- PhrI. 4t5-7.
(LZ) Keepin1onefrom sin - Matt. 26:41.
(13)' Revealingthe will of God - Luke 11:9,10.
e. Becauseol the exampleof the greatestCl'tristianof all time
- P a u l .A c t s 9 r 1 1 i 1 6 : 7 5 ; 2 0 : 3 6 ; 2 1 : 57; T h e s s .1 : 2 ;
P h i l e m .1 : 4 ;E p h . 1 : 1 6 ;R o m . 1 0 : 1 iP h i l . 1 : 4 ;C o l . 1 : 3 ;1
T i m . 2 : 8 ; 2 T i m . 1 : 3 ; 2 T h e s s .i : 1 1 ; R o m . 1 : 9 .
4. Direction of prayer - To \ilhom should we pray? To
the Father?Son? Spirit? The basic New Testament rule is
that prayer should be made to the Father, through the
S p i r i t ,i n t h e n a m e o f J e s u sR. o m . 8 : 1 5 , 1 6 , 2 6 , 2 7 .
5. Objects of prayer - For whom should we pray?
- Luke 23:4LMatt. I4jV Gen.24:12.
a. For ourselotes
b. For oneanother- James5:16;Rom. 1:9.
c. For pastors- Eph. 6:79,20;Col. 4:3.
- James5:14,75.
d. For sick belieuers
e. For rulers- 1Tim. 2:1-3.
f . For our enemies- Matt. 5:44; Luke 6:28.
g. For Israel- Ps. 122:6;Isa. 62:6,7.
h. For aII men- 1 Tim. 2:1.
6. Positions of prayer - No specific position. It is the
heart that counts.
a , Standingin prayer- Mark 11:25.
b. Sittingin praler - 1 Chron. 17:16-27.
c . Bowingin prayer- Exod. 34:8.
) Lling in praJer- Ps. 6:6.
Prostratedin prayer- Ps. 28:2.
{. On one'sface in praJer- Matt. 26:39.
e. On one'skneesin prayer- 1 Kings 8:54;Dan. 6:10; Luke
22:4L Acts 20:36.
h.'With thef acebetweenthe kneesin prayer- 1 Kings 18:42'
7. Time of prayer - Anytime.
a. Prayerearly in thc morning- Mark 1:35.
b. Prayr at noon- Ps. 55:17.
c. Prayerlate in the afternoon- Acts 3:1.
d. Prayerat euening- Ps. l4I:7.
e, Prayerat midnight- Acts 16:25.
B. Hindrances of prayer a. Knownsln - Ps. 66:18.
b. Insinceritl - Matt. 6:5.
c. Camal motives- James4:3.
d. Unbelief- James1:6.
e. SatanicactivitJ- Dan. 10:13.
f . Domesticproblems- 1 Peter 3:7.
g. Pride- Luke 18:10-14
h. RobbingGod - Mal. 3:8-10.
i. Refusingto lvlp needl - Prov. 21:13; I John 3:16,17.
j. Refusingto submit to biblical teaching- Prov. l:24'31;
contirutedon Page58
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A VisionRealizellIn Thel[orthland
orthern Canada is a vast land of lakes,forest,and
deepsnows,a land where moose,caribou, and fish
abound. It is a land of lone cold wintersin which
the temperature plunges far below zero. A land that most
men avoid, it is in somewaysharsh and unfriendly.Vinding
wildernessroads, wide lakes,and rocky ridgesaccount for the
inaccessibility
of many areasexceptby plane.
And accessibilityis imperarivebecauseNorthern Canada
is the homeland of many. Settlementsall acrossthe north
house hundreds of Indians. Far north in the treelessArctic
are the Eskimos. Many still hunr, fish, and trap as their
forefathers did. Most of them speak English and increasing
numbersare learning to read and write, but in their homes
they still speak their native language.
For many years Christians neglectedthe northern country, more often bringing liquor and diseaseto the Indians
than the gospel.Fortunatelyin this generationthere hasbeen
a revived effort to send men ro these peopleof the far north.
And yet today there remain 120 Indian settlementsand
reserveswithout an evangelicalwork.
Expectationsof a man who would take the gospelto this
region must certainly include his willingnessto live in isolation and loneliness,with few luxuriesthat are so much a part
of modern life. He must be preparedto live in a culture much
different from his own, with differing standards and values,
consciousthat his every move will be scrutinized,He must be
a servant, prepared to labor for years, if necessary,without
visibleresults.
Garland Cofield is such a man. He and his wife and
children are a dedicatedteam. They are among the rare and
relatively few missionarieswho count the cost of a missions
endeavor and then willingly pay it.
ln 1965 Garland Cofield answered what he felt to be
God's call and will for his life. He and his wife Reba and their
four children, Jim, then age 11,John 8, Jean 7, andJudy 5,
packed their belongingsinto a converted trailer and left their
Tennessee home and evangelistic ministry for Northern
Canada. Prior to this move Cofield had surveyednorthern
Ontario. As he had earnestlyprayed, his burden to move to
the area of Dryden, Canada, had grown stronger, as had his
desireto establisha local church. Soon it was from this base
that he had begun to minister to remote Indian tribes in the
villagesby use of a Piper PA lZ aircraft. He establishedthe
Emmanuel Baptist Church and in 1966 constructed a
building that seated 150. Since those early days Garland
Cofield has been responsiblefor the establishmentof seven
other churches.
In those early days the burden of a camp ministry was laid
upon the hearts of the Cofields.They desiredto have a place
to bring young peopleapart that they might be saturatedwith
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the \Word of God in a wholesome atmosphere.They were
overwhelmedwith the fact that the normal life expectancyof
an Indian was 36 years,and that 65 percentof the national
population was under 25 years of age. In 1979 statistics
reportedthat there were 283,000StatusIndians. (StatusIndians being those registeredwith the governmenrwho are
members of a band. Sometimes ref'erred to as "Treaty
Indians," they hold rights under the Indian Act.) Non-status
Indians totaled 500,000(those Inclianswho have lost their
status by mixture with other races or by forfeiting treaty
rights by failing to registerand moving off a reserve,purchasing property,and desiringrights as a citizen).
In the fall of 1965properry was located by the Cofields 30
miles from Dryden on beautiful Troutfly Lake. At that time
the site was accessible
only by plane or through the swampy
remainsof a Z0-year-oldloggingroad. Beginningwith only an
axe, pup tent, and a borrowed horse, the Cofields diligently
worked to make their dream take shape. A united family
shared the burden and excitement.
Now, 17 yearslater, what was once bush and swamp has
been transformed into a complex known as Camp of the
\foods which consistsof a beautiful chapel, lodge, modern
wash house, generator and shop buildings, plus ten other
buildings including the Cofields' rustic home. Garland
Cofield has spoken in love and many people of the North
have listened.Hundreds of soulshave come to know the saving graceof JesusChrist.
Throughout the years hundreds of young people'have
come to Camp of the Woods and have left with a desire
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to serve God as they have been drawn
closerto the Lord becauseof the example and teaching of the Cofields. They
have been challenged to fulfill the
Great Commission and reach their
own tribes. Becauseof a great need to
train native workers, the Camp has
now become the headquartersfor an
ever-growing ministry incorporated as
Baptist Missions of Canada. This
ministry came about as a result of contact with veteran missionariesand actual exposure, through the aviation
ministry, to an increasingly obvious
challengeregardingthe needsof lndian
people. Consequently, the entire
ministry began to reflect that concern.
Presently, there are 30 missionaries
serving in more than 14 villages and
cities in the northland. Camp of the
\iloods now servesas the headquarters
for varied supportive ministries including aviation, missionarytraining,
village Bible schools, resident Bible
schools, student evangelism, and
camps.

Flying has always been a means for
the Cofields to reach remote and inaccessiblevillages.A new era has now influenced the type of plane used. When
the Cofields first arrived in Canada
eheir "bush" plane was a pontoon.skiequipped Cessna 180. Lakes were their
airports in summer and winter. Today
they have a wheel plane which is extremely efficient but which requiresan
airstrip. In the fall of 1980ideal property for an airstrip was acquired that adjoins the Cofields' mission stafion property. A SMITE (Student Missionary
Intern Training for Evangelism)
Team of 20 young "lumberjacks" from
Liberty Baptist College participated in
constructing the airstrip. With the new
1982
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airstrip, flying has become much more
economical and efficient for the
Cofields.
Following is a brief description of a
few of the avenues of the Cofields'
ministry:
MissionaryTraining - Camp of the
'Woods
servesas a missionary training
station for missionary apprentices.
They are taught principles of spiritual,
physical,and cultural adaptation and
are aided in their placement on the
field.
Village Bible Schools - Trained
and organized teams conduct weekly
programs in native communities. In
places that may or may not have a
gospelwitness,young peopleand adults
are taught the Word of God. This
ministry strengthensexisting churches
and opens the door for others to be
started.
Resident Bible Schools - Qualified
and dedicated nationals study the
Word of God and are prepared to
minister to their people as pastorsor
supportingworkers.
Student Evangelism- Students are
exposed to different forms of
evangelismsuch as personalwitnessing,
tract distribution, testifying, and
teaching. Senior pastors and leaders
give guidancein all programs.
Camps - The primary emphasisis
on evangelisticoutreach to both white
and Indian youth. Also, churches use
the camp ministry to expose their
young people to basic elementsof missionary endeavor. Stress is laid upon
the camper coming to "know God"
through reading, practicing, and
meditating upon the \ilord of God.

Adventure can becomeold, but "vision" endures. It has endured in the
lives of Garland and Reba Cofield.
Although they and their children
"roughed out" their first five years in
Canada, enduring tents and wilderness,each is grateful for God's leading
and for what He has accomplished
through their lives. All of the Cofield
children have willingly and joyfully
servedthe Lord in Canada.
Today the Cofield children are serving God and reproducing rhe biblical
principles taught them by their father
and mother in their own lives.Son Jim
and daughter-in-lawJoy are living in
Dallas while attending seminary,
assistingin music and pastoralduties,
as well as working extra jobs. Son John
and wife Fawnda have returned to
Dinorwic to assistGarland and Reba
and passalong the "vision." Daughter
Jeanand husbandRogerare servingin
a full-time music ministry in a church
in South Carolina. DaughterJudy has
recently graduated from Tennessee
Temple University (as did her other
brothers and sister)and is now in her
first year of teaching at Lynchburg
Christian Academy in Lynchburg,
Vireinia.

Not only have Garland and Reba
invested in the lives of their children,
but they have communicated God's
messageto thousandsof Indians, missionaries,and students and have seen
their lives transformed. Today God
waits for many more like the Cofields
who will feel the burden, seethe vision,
and make themselvesavailableto Him.
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A ChristianManifesto
by FrancisSchaetfer
CrosswayBooks,157 pp., $5.95
Reviewedby CalThomas
It happenedso subtly that few people noticed at
first. Little by little, morality and freedom started to
crumble.lt came first in government,in education,in
the mediaand finallyit beganto shakeour familiesand
our own lives.
"Something fundamentalhas changed.Law and
governmentno longerprovidea foundationof justice
and moralitybut havebecomemeansof licensingmoral
perversionsof all kinds. Educationhas become the
enemy of religioustruth and values. And the media
haveprovidedthe meansfor propagatingthe change."

So begins A Christian Manifesto by philosophertheologian Dr. FrancisSchaeffer.He is widely recognizedas one of the most influentialChristianthinkersof
our day, but he is virtuallyunknown amongAmerican
fundamentalists.Yet, in more than 3O books and films
that he and his wife Edith have written, there has been
a commontheme * the uncompromising
Truth of historic, biblicalChristianityand its relevancefor all of life.
A Christian Manifesto is a manual for all believers
who have watched helplesslyas the values and traditions of America have been eroded by secularhumanists and liberaltheologians{who are humanistsin practice if not in faith).
One does not have to read far in A Christian
Manifesto to know that Dr. Schaeffer'sobservations
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are solidlybiblical.Considerthis statementin Chapter
One, titled, "The Abolition of Truth and Morality":
"When I say Christianityis true I mian it is true to total
reality- the total of what is, beginningwith the central
reality, the objectiveexistenceof the personal-infinite
God. Christianityis not just a series of truths but
TRUTH- Truth about all of reality.And the holdingto
- and then in some poor way
that Truth intellectually
living upon that Truth, the Truth of what is - brings
forth not only certainpersonalresults,but also governmentaland legalresults."
In a brilliantdefinitionof humanism.Dr. Schaeffer
says, "the term humanism.. . means Man beginning
from himself,with no knowledgeexcept what he himself can discoverand no standardsoutsideof himself.
In this view Man is the measureof all things." The
humanist,he says,acceptsno revelationand no informationexceptthat which his own mind or the mindsof
other fallen human beingscan produce.Dr. Schaeffer
makesa strong casethat laws, philosophy,and governments based on such a world view produce arbitrary
law and arbitrarymedicinethat resultin abortionon demand, a rising divorce rate, the proliferationof pornographyand drugs,and a breakdownin the traditional
husband-wiferelationship.
In the Chapter "Foundations for Faith and
Freedom," Dr. Schaefferconducts a rapid historical
tour of the minds of those who foundedour Republic.
He pointsout that the linkingof Christianthinkingand
the concepts of governmentwere not incidental,but
fundamental,
Thomas Jefferson, though a deist, stood in the
stream of Samuel Rutherford,the only pastor to sign
and otherswhen he
the Declarationof lndependence,
wrote that great flaming phrase,"certain inalienable
rights."
"What makes a right inalienable?" asks Dr.
Schaeffer.Why the fact that it is endowed,of course.lf
the state gives us rights,the state can take them away.
But it is only the fact that our rights have been endowed by a CreatorGod that makes them inalienable.
The first ThanksgivingDay producedthis comment
from Samuel Rutherford: "A republic once equally
poised must either preserve its virtue or lose its
'
liberty."
A companion argument was set forth by William
Penn who earlier had expressed,"lt we are not governedby God, then we will be ruled by tyrants.'.'.
Such comments,and many others by our Founding
Fathers and those who influenced them, led Dr.
Schaefferto this conclusion: "lt is, therefore, totally
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foreign to the basic nature of
America at the time of the writing
of the Constitution to argue a
separationdoctrine that implies a
secularstate."
Not only at the foundingof our
nation was such a view expressed,
but throughout much of our more
than 2OOyears of existenceother
men and women at other times said
similar things. Consider Joseph
Story in his 1829 inauguraladdress
as Dane Professorof Law at Harvard University: "There never has
been a period in which Common
Law did not recognizeChristianity
as layingits foundation."
In the Chapter,"The Destruction of Faith and Freedom," Dr.
Schaeffer notes that the move
away from the Judeo-Christian
ethic has producedrelativismat all
levels of society. "Pluralism," he
says, "has come to mean that
everythingis acceptable.. . there is
no right or wrong; it is just a matter
of your personalpreference."
In warning againstmaking our
bed with a certain brand of
Dr.
Republicanism
or Democratism,
Schaeffersays, "As Christianswe
must stand absolutelyand totally
opposed to the whole humanist
system, whether it is controlledby
conservativeor liberalelements."
Terry Eastland in Commentary
says, '.'lt is the style nowadays not
only among the college-educated
but also among many blue-collar
workersto be economicallyconservative but socially and morally
liberal. This, translated, means
balance the budget but decriminalize marijuanaand cocaine and
let us have abortion on demand. lf
the liberalismof the sixties has a
definitelegacy,it is found in the far
more liberalized and hedonistic
lives many Americans, including
many older Americans,and indeed
many politicalconservatives,now
lead."
ln what is bound to be the most
controversial,and yet most powerful section of the book, Dr.
Schaeffer asks Christians to consider at what point civil disobedienceby Bible-believing
Christians
might not only be justified but
obligatory.
Anticipating-thatBible-believing
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Christianswill immediatelyturn to
Romans13 as a defensefor not opposing the government, Dr.
Schaefferoffers this analysisof the
passage:"Peter says herethat civil
authority is to be honoredand that
God is to be feared. The state, as
he defines it, is to punish those
who do wrong and commendthose
who do right. lf this is not so, then
the whole structurefalls apart.This
is the legitimate function of the
state, and in this structure Christians are to obey the state as a matter of 'conscience'(Romans13:5).
"But what is to be done when
the $tate does that which violates
its legitimatefunction? The early
Christiansdied becausethey would
not obey the state in a civil matter.
Peopleoften say to us that the early
church did not show any civil
disobedience.They do not know
church history. Why were the
Christians in the Roman Empire
thrown to the lions? From the
Christian'sviewpoint it was for a
religiousreason.But from the viewpoint of the RomanStatethey were
in civil disobedience,they were
civil rebels.The Roman State did
not care what anybody believed
r e l i g i o u s l y . . . b uyt o u h a d t o w o r shipCaesaras a signof your loyalty
to the state. The Christianssaid
they would not worship Caesar,
anybody,or anything,but the living
God. Thus to the Roman Empire
they were rebels,and it was civil
disobedience.That is why they
were thrown to the lions."
The evidence, biblical and
historical, for civil disobedience
along with a long list of options
before that point is ever reachedis
spelled out in great and brilliant
detailand should not be taken out
of context in a review.
But the overwhelmingphilosophical, moral, and biblical point
made by Dr. Schaefferis this: "lf
there is no f inal place for civil
then the government
disobedience,
has been made autonomous,and
as such,it has beenput in the place
of the LivingGod."
A Christian Manifesto should be
required reading for every Fundamentalist, indeed every Christian. lt stronglymakesthe casethat
we areto be salt as well as light to a

world that is in chaos because it
has been pushed from its natural
orbit around the Creator-Godto an
unnatural,elipticalorbit aroundthe
humanistsolar system.
Just as the Humanist Manifestos I and ll and the Communist
Manifesto have started philosophical and even political revolutions, ,4 Christian Manifesto could
very well be the first salvo in the
battle to retake our land for the
cause of Christ and to spark a
spiritual and moral revival that
could be unprecedentedin the
history of the world.
ln orderfor that revolution,that
revival to come, apathy must be
retiredand actionand commitment
must be restoredalongsideof faith.
Otherwise,we will appear before
God with empty handsand the excuse that we buriedour "talents"
out of fear. The verdict in such a
casehasalreadybeenrenderedand
is a fearsomeone indeed.

Fundamentalism
and American
Culture
by GeorgeM. Marsden
OxfordUniversityPress,320 pp.,
$9.95
Dr. Marsden's award-winning
historicalsurvey of American Fundamentalism covers the period
from 1870 to 1925, with a brief
assessment of its dislocation,
relocation, and resurgence from
1925 to 1940. After that the
CalvinCollegeProfessorof History
provides very little discussion of
the contemporary Fundamentalist
movement, which he views as
dividedinto varioussub-groups.
The book is the fruit of a tenyearstudy of originalsourcesand is
the best study ever done of the
cultural context from which Fundamentalismarose at the turn of
the century. Marsden begins with
an analysis of EvangelicalChristianity in the late nineteenth century, with personalizedsketchesof
Henry Ward Beecher, Johrr
Blanchard,and Dwight L. Mo6dy.
Of the latter, he quotes one contemporary who said Moody

"looked like a businessman,dressed like a businessman and took the meeting in hand as a businessman
would."

Fundamentalism
American
Culture

ln the second section Marsdenviews early Fundamentalismas a "coalition" of revivalists,millennialists,and deeper-liferswho were later "merged"
with the Princetonian
theologyof Machenand Warfield
and the personality of Billy Sunday, and f inally
popularizedby the publication of The Fundamentals
b e g i n n i n gi n 1 9 O 9 .
The third sectionof this fine book detailsthe great
doctrinal controversy between Fundamentalistsand
Modernists in the 192O's. Especiallyinterestingis
Marsden'sanalysisof the influenceof World War I on
the Fundamentalist
mentality.He notesthat as the war
effort accelerated,
BillySundaywould end his sermons
by jumpingon the pulpitand wavingthe Americanflag.
"lf you turn hell upside down," the evangelistsaid,
"you will find 'made in Germany'stampedon the bottoml"
The Reformedhistorianconcludesthat the greatest
defeat for Fundamentalism
was the Scopes Trial of
1925 and the failure to capture the Baptist and
Presbyteriandenominations.His book is one of the
finest and most thoroughlydocumentedstudiesof Fundamentalismever written. lt is must readingfor every
Fundamentalist.The 30O pagesare loadedwith notes,
quotes, and illustrationswhich take the readeron a
fascinatingjourneyback in time.
By way of criticism,there are severalproblemswith
Marsden'swork. lt lacks a cohesiveunderstanding
of
Fundamentalism
and historicallyleavesit in a shambles
at 1940, which hardlyexplainsits resurgence
in 1980.
The last chapter,"lnterpretations,"fails to treat the
real heart of Fundamentalism
adequately- doctrine!
After a ratherthin discussion,he reducesFundamentalism to a collectionof "Americanisms."By admission, his "imperfect" and "occasional"glimpseis not
fully adequateand could be strengthenedby a deeper
appreciation
of the movement.The author'scollection
of negative trivia could be better balancedwith more
researchinto the positiveinfluenceof Fundamentalism
which still existsas the majorreligiousphenomenonof
the twentieth century.
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Prescriptionfor Preaching
by WoodrowMichaelKroll
Baker,278 pp.,$9.95
This is an interesting, humorous, and readable
manual about preaching.lt is divided into three sections includinga Perspectiveon Preaching,the Manner
of Preaching,and the Mechanics of Preaching.The
author brings his experiencein teaching homileticsto
bear on this important subject.

W@DROW
MICIAEL
KROtt
In the openingsection he defines preachingas involving two things. First,it involvesa messageand, second, that message"must be communicatedto men
througha God-called
and God-ordained
man" (p.3).He
goes on to defendthe primacyof preaching.In the second section of the book Kroll deals with such matters
as how our vocal chordswork, how to understandLatin
and Greekprefixesto aid Englishvocabulary,platform
manner, and the use of gestures. He warns against
"Locked Jaw," "Lucy Lazy Lips," "Micky Mushy
Mouth," and "Sammy Super Speed." His advice to
ministersis, "Do not, I repeat,do not wear white socks
on the platform."
The last section deals with the preparationof sermons. He recommendsthe system devisedby Gordon
Davis of Practical Bible Training School. The four
elementsin a good sermon are content, organization,
arrangement,and consistency.Kroll outlinesthe seven
elementsin sermon preparation,and in this area Kroll
violates some fundamental biblical principles of exegesis.He advocatesbeginningwith the Purposeof the
sermon, then analyzingthe audience, and after that
narrowing the subject and gathering material.
However, biblicalpreachingbegins with the text. lt involves the analysis,study, and declarationof the truth
of that text. Although Kroll maintainsthat expository
messagesare "the most important type of sermon,"
his overallcommitmentto helpingthe ministerdevelop
and preachthese sermonsis weak.
Giventhe weaknessof this book, it is still one of the
most practical and enthusiastic manuals available.
Every preachershould read this book and heed its'advice. Great attention is given to the details that many
other books overlook.
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PreventiveDiscipline
by Marie Chapman
irst things first. At any gathering of Sunday school teachers,
some will invariablv ask.
"How can I solve my discipline problems?"And the best answer is always,
"Prevent them."
Just as a treatise on "Preventive
Medicine" does not concern itself with
the treatment of specific symptoms,
thesefew words avoid addressingcures
for whispering,punching, interrupting,
daydreaming, or any one of a dozen
manifested symptoms of the real
disease:boredom.
It boils down to this: Treat the
disease,not the symptoms.The disease
is boredom. "And what antibiotic will
treat this diseasesuccessfullv?"
one asks
hopefully. The answer is: "A shot in
the arm (so to speak)with interest." In
the majority of cases,it is that simple.
"Variety is the spice of life." Most
teachersgrew up repeatingthat maxim.
Therefore,they make sureto wear a different dress(or shirt and tie) from Sun.
day to Sunday. Some ladies even vary
their handbagsto match each outfit. . .
teacherswho sit, nose in quarterly, and
drone through every lessonin the same
way, until their pupils could quote the
words of their prelude to prayer. Insteadof that dreary garb, a teachermay
put on a bright, cheerful teaching
method - flannelgraph figures or perky
puppets - and wear it every Sunday.
Used every week, even the most
fascinating technique can become the
worst method of teaching.
"Now you are talking about
methodology. \7e believe that Bible
contentis important. Gimmicks are for
Marie Chapman is
an instuctor at thc.
Institute of Biblical
Stadiesat Liberty
Boptist College.
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the modernists," someone protests
piously. While it is absolutelytrue that
any nurnber of teaching methods cannot substitutefor the power of the Holy
Spirit (Zech.4:6), it is also true that the
One who molc the minds of people felt
that "variety is vital."
Follow the Master Teacher as (Luke
l3ZZ) He went "teaching and journeying toward Jerusalem"- the Jerusalem
where His earthly life would end. He
used questions to snap His listeners to
alert attention to His new teaching
(Mark 4:30,Luke 13:18,20).
He clarified
His truth by object lessons (Matt.
6:26.28).
For that matter, with or without a
visual aid, His very words drew pictures
for the mind's eye. As a skillful
pedagogue,He built His new truth on
the base of the pupil's previously acquired knowledge."A sowerwent forth
to sow." Everybody knew what He was
talking about. He started from where
they were and took them to where He
was.
There are innumerable ways to present a lesson, have fun memorizing
Bible verses and learning Bible
geography, and test lesson recall by
playing games - all involving the
pupils in the process.As the Cheerful
Cherub years ago phrased it: "Some
don't get nothin' out o' life, But when
their whines begin, I think I could remind them that they don't put nothin'
in." Dr. Howard Hendricks (Director,
Christian Education Division. Dallas
Theological Seminary) once expressed
the same truth in an article where he
urged teachersto get their pupils "out
of the grandstand and into the game."
The analogy is most appropriate.
Jesus involved His pupils (the
disciples),for instance, when He used
discussion(Matt. 16:13-18).His questions then and on manv occasionsdid
not simply encourage regurgitation of

facts dished out. They causedthought
and decision and application. (Read
Matt. 9:28; l2:26i 22:42; Mark 12:37;
Luke 7:42,9:75;John 126.)
Jesuseven dramatized His message
(Matt.7l:6-9; cf. Zech. 9:9). Sometimes
His hearers took unrehearsedpart in
the drama (John 2:13-17).In either
event, the messagewas not forgotten.
No one whispered or threw spitballs
while the whip cracked that day in the
Temple. All participated with interest.
Definitely, as with every teacher
everywhere,Jesuswas Himself the most
powerful object lesson. He lived what
He taught. "Lord, teach us to pray"
was requestedbecauseHe prayed. He
demonstrated "Forgive seventy times
seven" after His resurrectionwhen He
instructed, "Tell my disciples and
Peter" (Mark 16:7).Looking ahead, He
told His followers,"Take up your cross
and follow me" (Matt. 16:24)...and He
took up His.
Follow His example in teaching: involve the hearts and minds and activities of the pupils in the learning process.Take a trip through the Gospels
and mark Jesus' teaching and
disciplinary methods. Certainly if He,
the Maker of all minds. showed bv His
example that He felt variety is
necessary, how much more do all
teachers need to vary their teaching
and stamp out boredom, the killer of
interest! "Be ye doers of the word and
not hearersonly" flames 1:22). ' !
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by Wendell Zimmerman
central planning committee
of Baptist leadersof Fundamentalism met Friday, April 2,
in Chicago to organizeBaptist Fundamentalism
'84. The committee
was convened by Jerry Falwell
and John Rawlings. This meeting will no doubt become
a pivotal point in the religious life of our nation. The
purpose of the historic meeting is to reaffirm the Baptist
doctrines of fundamental Baptists.
A nationwide meeting of independent frrndamentalBap.
tists will be held in the nation's capital on April 11-13,1984,
in the new \ilashington Convention Center. The Convention Center is scheduledfor completion in November of this
year.
The conclave will be the first time fundamental Baptists
will have had a national conferencein Washington D.C., and
will also be the first great religiousmeeting in the new Convention Center. The Convention Center will seat26,000peo.
ple and the planning committee believesthat the work of the
next two years will assurethe successof the meeting.
The plans and preparations are off and flying. The Convention Center has been rented, 5,700 hotel rooms in
\ilashington have been reserved, and President Ronald
Reaganhas been invited to speakro the assemblyon Friday
night.
Jerry Falwell and John Rawlings were electedby the central committee as.co-chairmen of Baptist Fundamentalism
'84.
In the July Z, 1982, meeting Raymond Barber, Dan
Gelatt, and Tom \ilallace were added as co-chairmenalso. It
would be impossible to find men better equipped and
prepared for this task. John Rawlings was born into the environment of independenr Baptists. He was saved, baptized, called to preach, and trained in the influence of Biblebelieving fundamental Baptists. His dedication to independent fundamental Baptists has been proven through long
I

yearsof leadershipas an outstandingpastor.
Jerry Falwellwas saved,baptized,calledto
preach, and trained by independent fi.rndamental
Baptists.He proudly declareshis fundamental Baptist
heritage at every opportunity and many times when such
declarationis very unpopular. God has given Jerry Falwell an
unprecedentedopportunity to let the entire world know of
Baptist Fundamentalism.The leadershipand foresight of
these men will help to insure the successof this tremendous
challenge.
In addition to Rawlings and Falwell, the central committee is made up of men who are divided into different subcommittees. The executive committee is made up of Raymond
Barber, Worth Baptist Church, Fort Vorth, Texas; Verle S.
Ackerman, First Baptist Church of \7est Hollywood,
Hollywood, Fla.; Lee Roberson, Highland Park Baptist
Church, Chattanooga, Tenn.l Dan Gelatt, First Baptist
Church, Elkhart, Ind.; A.V. Henderson, Temple Baptist
Church, Detroit, Mich.; Tom Wallace,Beth Haven Baptist
Church, Louisville,Ky.; and Truman Dollar, KansasCity
BaptistTemple, KansasCity, Mo.
The program committee is made up of Ray Hancock,
PinecrestBaptist Church, Morrow, Ga.; \il.E. Dowell, Baptist Bible College, Springfield, Mo.; Herman (Buddy)
Frankland, Bangor Baptist Church, Bangor, Maine; and
\Tendell Zimmerman, Bible Baptist Temple,Jacksonville,Fla.
Herbert Fitzpatrick, Riverdale Baptist Church, Upper
Marlboro, Md., is chairman of the host committee. Others
on the central committee are Cecil Hodges, Bible Baptist
Church, Savannah, Ga.; Curtis Hutson, Swordof the Lord,
Murfreesboro,Tenn.; David Jeremiah,Scott Memorial Baptist Church, El Cajon, Calif.; Greg Dixon, Indianapolis Baptist Temple, lndianapolis, Ind.; Charles Billington, Akron
Baptist Temple, Akron, Ohio; and Billy Hamm, Mduntain
States Baptist Temple, Denver, Colo.
!
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PrayerIn OurPublicSchools
by CaI Thomas

othing in this Constitution shall be
construedto prohibit
individual or group prayer in public
schoolsor other public institutions.No
person shall be required by the United
Statesor by any stateto participatein
prayer."
The above is the proposed Voluntary Prayer Constitutional Amendment President Reagan sent to Congressin May.
Perhapsmore than any other issue
(with the exception of abortion), the
needto restorevoluntary prayer to our
publicschoolsand institutionsservesas
a barometer of the level of moral
decadencethat has infectedthe United
States during the last twenty years.
\ilhoever thought we would need a law
guaranteeinga child's right to pray in
school? But then, whoever thought
that unborn babieswould be treated as
non-persons,whose lives are lessprotected than bald eagle eggs or baby
seals?
The American Civil Liberties
Union and their friendsare conducting
a campaign to rid our nation of any
religious influence whatsoever. lf the
ACLU has its woy, religion and
religious influence in American life
would be reducedto history books and
museumwalls.
One has only to look at the record
of the types of students produced by
our public schoolsfor 170yearsprior to
atheistMadalyn Murray O'Hair's successful effort to outlaw voluntary
prayersin our schools.
Prior to the 1967 Supreme Court
decision, drugs were items once purchased at pharmacies, with a duly
authorized prescription from a doctor.
Pornographywas something that could
be obtained only in darkened pool
halls. A young girl who became pregnant out of wedlock was the exception
rather than the rule, and society
frowned on premarital sex and
divorce. Teachers were able to teach
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and, for the most part, enjoyed the
respect of their students. Vandalism
and venereal diseaseaffected onlv a
tinv minoritv.
But what a differencetwenty years
makes.
Already the liberals who threw out
voluntary prayer and usheredin every
kind of immorality are telling those
who support the President'sattempt to
restorevoluntary prayer to our schools
that the measure is illegal and unconstitutional.
No one would be forced to pray
under the proposed Amendment.
Children who did not wish to pray
could shut their eyesout of respectfor
those who do, or they could do their
homework, look out the window, or
even leave the room. This is what
do who are not reJehovah'sWitnesses
quired to pledge allegianceto the flag.
Leaving the room is an option offered
in some sex education courses.Those
who suggestthat a child would be too
embarrassedto leave the room during
school prayer are curiously silent on

the question of leaving the room during offensivesex education courses.
Public Opinion Polls are not always
accuratebecausethey frequently reflect
the biasesof those doing the polling.
But on school prayer there can be no
doubt as to the support for this issue.
Even the WashingtonPost found in its
poll that 75o/oof Americans favor the
restoration of voluntary prayer to our
public schools. Other polls show as
many as 860/oo( all Americans believe
kids need to pray.
In a televisionreport on the subject,
ABC's Nigfuline went to Kentucky
and asked children who are still praying in one public school about the
value of prayer in their lives. After all,
it is the children who stand to benefit
or sufferfrom voluntary prayer, not the
ACLU or other adults.
\ilithout one exception, the
studentsexpresseddelight in being able
to pray in school. One student compared prayer to the other necessitiesof
life such as food, water, air, and
clothing. It was that student who stated
rather matter of factly that "Kids need
to pray."
I believethat the slogan "Kids need
to pray" will capture the attention and
imagination of the American people.
\Uith nearly everyone in America supporting the return of voluntary prayer
to our schools,it is going to be very difficult for the ACLU to opposethe will
of the people on this issuebut the will
of the majority has never stopped the
ACLU before, and their well-financed
organization will inevitably do all that
it can to derail the issue.
Voluntary prayer is an issuethar is
long overdue for action. In order to
make sure that Congresspassesir and
that the states ratify it, it is essential
that those who favor the Amendment
contact their electedreoresentives
immediately.
D
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ChristianSchools
Nebraska's
GontinueFight For Freedom
by Cml Godwin
ertain days stand out as highlights in my nine years
in the ministry, but May 11, 7982, was probably
the most traumatic; it was a day that I am sure I
will never forget. It was on that day that the deputy sheriffof
Lincoln, Nebraska,servedpaperson me from the County Attorney for operating an "illegal school."
The whole conflict started in 1977when Everett Sileven,
pastor of the Faith Baptist Church of Louisville, Nebraska,
started a Christian school and did not seeka licensefrom the
State Department of Education to operate that school. The
state of Nebraska took legal action to close Pastor Sileven's
school,and this caseeventuallywent all the way to the State
SupremeCourt.
We, the Bible Baptist Church of Lincoln, becamedirectly
involved just two yearsago when we made an appointment
with the State Department of Education to let those in charge
there know that we, too, were going to start a school in our
church. My associate
pastor,my deaconchairman,and I explained to them that we would do our best ro cooperatewith
them, to meet or exceedtheir rules and regulations,and to
allow them to verify that the children in our school were
receiving a quality education. Ve told them that we would
not refusethem entrance into our building, but we also explained that, becauseour school was a ministry of our
church, we could not in good consciencesubmit it to government regulationsor accept a license.
Becausethe Sileven casewas being appealedto the State
SupremeCourt the Department of Education did not hinder
us in our first year of existenceas a school. Then one morning, as I was listening to my car radio on the way to the office,
I heard the news that our State SupremeCourt had decided
againstFaith Baptist Church in its struggleto keep its school
open. My shock was so great that I almost pulled over to the
side of the road. We had been confident that we would win
and that the State SupremeCourt would decide in favor of
religiousfreedom.
Pastor Sileven had been told that his school could complete the remaining weeksof the school year, but that he was
not to open in the fall. He felt very strongly that God had
directed him to begin his school as a ministry of his church
and that his decision was between obeying God or man. He
also felt that if the state was successfulin closing his school
they would then be able to be successfulin closing the other
21 "illegal" Christian schoolsbegun in the state.
The following September(1981),PastorSilevenopenedhis
school as planned. The judge ordered that the doors of his
church be padlocked.The doors were to be unlocked only on
Sundays and on \Tednesdaynights. The sheriff would come
at B:30 on Sunday evening and ask the people to leave the
building so that he could lock the doors. Every door of the
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church building was chained and padlocked. Pasror Sileven
could not ge.tto his study to preparehis sermons,ro pray, ro
counsel,or to receivephone calls.His teacherscould not get
into the building to d".o."te their rooms, etc. One day Pasi'or
Sileven neededsome papersfor his attorney so he requested
permissionto get into the building. A deputy unlocked the
door and let him in, but after he came our the deputy informed him that he would not do so again and told him not
to make such a requestagain.The children of the school were
temporarily bussedacrossrhe stateline to Iowa to a Christian
school at Council Bluffs.
To seethe front doors ofa church chained and padlocked
right in our great nation is a terrible sight. Someof the men of
Pastor Sileven'schurch wanted to take bolt cutters and cut
the padlocks off the doors. They had built the church
building with their own hands and with sacrificial gifts.
Pastor Sileven urged them not to do so, requestingth&t instead they wait to seewhat could be done through legal apRJNDAMENTAUST
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peals. In October 1981, Dr. Jerry
Falwell joined in a rally in front of the
church, and 1,500 to 2,000 people
gatheredtogether in the freezingrain to
hear him speak about this assault on
religious liberty. After all legal appeals
were exhausted,Pastor Sileven and the
men of his church, plus a group of
other concerned pastors spent the
night in their church one Sunday night
so that the sheriff could not come and
lock the doors. The doors were not
relocked and classes eventually resumed at the Faith Baptist Church.
Pastor Sileven was tried for contempt
and sentencedto four months in jail.
He spent 13 days in jail. The judge has
told him that if he openshis school this
fall he will have to complete his fourmonth sentencein jail.
Many times during the litigation
and conflict I drove the 45-mile
distance from Lincoln to Louisville to
do what I could to help Pastor Sileven.
It was during this time that we organized a group called Nebraskans for
ReligiousFreedom,made up of the congregations operating the "illegal"
schools and other sympathetic congregationsand individuals. We drew up
and submitted Christian School Bill
L8652, which would allow us freedom
to operate. Our bill advancedto the
second round but was then defeated,
primarily becausewe faced stiff opposition from the most powerful political
union in the state - the Nebraska
State Education Association (NSEA).
The NSEA is made up of 20,000public
school teachers, and they are the
number one contributor to political
campaignsin the state. Most of the
Christian schools in Nebraska are
small, such as PastorSileven'swith 20
students; therefore, it is easy for the
Department of Education and the
NSEA to manipulate them.
It is not only Baptists who are involved in the Christian school conflict
in Nebraska; there are also Church of
God people,Pentecostals,Mennonites,
and the Amish. An extremely small
colony of Amish people near Pawnee
City, Nebraska, were found guilty of
not submitting to government regulations concerning their schools. When
one Amish man refusedto pay a $450
fine his wagon was confiscatedby the
sheriff. Eventually the colony of 75 to
100 Amish residents sold their land
and fled from Nebraska rather than
SEPTEMBER
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continue to face harassmentfrom the
governmentconcerningtheir religious
beliefs.
Our school is now in its secondyear
of existence.
All of our teachersare college graduates,but many of them are
graduatesof Christian collegesand cannot be certifiedin Nebraskaunlessthey
take some additional hours at the
University of Nebraskaor some other
state approvedschool.Our school is a
member of the American Association
of Christian Schools. Our students
have been testedon the national standardized Stanford test and have tested
out on the averageof 2.4 gradesabove
the national average.We have told the
statethat our parentswould be willing
to report their child's attendanceand
test results,and that we would show
them that we areusinga structuredcurriculum. Since the school is not incorporated separatelyfrom the church, it
is our church that is actuallybeing attacked. Although we have tried to be
reasonable,we have been told that we
havetwo options- to eithercomplyor
close.

\ile have been told that ve
havetvo options- Lo either
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We acknowledge that the state has a
compelling interest in education so that
they can verify that the children are
receiving a basic education, but not so
that they can prescribe how children
are educated. Therefore, it is foolish for
the state to spend taxpayers' money
taking churches to court. Confiscating
an Amish man's wagon and running
the Amish out of the state, locking
church doors, and jailing ministers is
unreasonable and unconstitutional.
The state continues to argue that they
are trying to protect the quality of
education in the state of Nebraska. If
quality is the issue, however, then the
state should try to prove a lack of quality in the education the churches are
providing. We believe that they have
not done this because it is not quality
that is the issue but control.
The struggle to keep our churches
free in Nebraska continues to go on.
Pressure is put upon pastors, parents,
and congregations. The parents of the
91 children in our school received the

followingletter on November 17, 1981:
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Wood:
It is m1 understandingthat lour child is
enrolled in the Norrh Park Christian
School.k is not the positionof the Lincoln
Public SchoolsBoard of Educationor Administration to question lour decisionto
seekparochialeducation.It is, howeorcr,
m1 legalobligationto informJou that Jour
child is enrolled in a schoolnot approued
b1 the Stateof Nebraskafor legal operation. Therefore,asattendanceofficerof the
SchoolDlstrict of the City of Lincoln, I am
giuingyu written notice that your minor
'Wood,
child, Nicole
is not attending a
legally qualified schoolin the district o;f
your residence
and doesnot hd.c.)e
an excuse
non-attendance.
for
Pleasenote that you are given seuen
daysto properlyenroll yur child. If yu do
not comply,I am requiredb1 law to file a
complaintwith thejuuenile authorities.
Sincerell yours,
Dean 1X/.Tebo,
AdministratiueAssisfanr
for StudentSerc,ices
cc: Lincoln Board of Education
NebraskaDepartmentof Education
LancasterCounty Attorney
Onlv one familv became so fearful
that they removedtheir child from our
school and placed him in a public
school. The remainder of our people
havestoodstrong,but the battle is now
at our front door. Ve are in a struggle
for our religiousfreedom,but we would
not trade our struggle for the struggle
that many of the licensedschoolsare
facing.For example,GenevieveSchillo,
who has just resigned as superintendent of all the Catholic schoolsfor the
Archdiocese of Omaha. said. "Ours
has been a constant struggle to avoid
beingmade a carbon copy of the public
schoolsystemthrough rulesand regulations. The State Departmentof Education has not, in our view, taken a
neutral stance in its dealings with
private education." More than Z0
churchesare now facingcourt action in
the state of Nebraska,and the six-yearlong struggleto keep our churchesfree
from government regulations continues. This is an issue that concerns
more than just the citizensof Nebraska;
it is an issueof religiousliberty that af:
. D
fects Christians in every state.
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A Reporton the l9t2
SouthernBaptistConvention
by Gerald Strober

fter four days of attending plenary sessions,talking
with officials and mingiing with delegates,this
observer, a veteran of several previous meetings
would conclude that the Southern Baptist Convention is
alive and well and probably in a period of transition.
The 1982 convention, held in the huge New Orleans
Superdome,was the 125th time that Southern Baptistshave
gathered to discuss issues, enjoy fellowship, and chart a
coursefor the year ahead.
The New Orleans session attracted almost 20,000
delegatesor "messengers"as they are called in Southern Baptist terminology. As a group, these messengers
were serious,
attentive, involved, and opinionated. The convenrion
tackled severalcontroversialissues:prayer in the schools,
scientificcreationism,abortion, peace,and justice.There appeared to be no iack of messsengers
ready to speak out on
varying sidesof thesekey topics.
The major background question at the New Orleans
meeting,as at the last severalSouthernBaptistConventions,
was whether the conservativesor liberals would prevail in
the election of the convention president. \ilhile four candidates were eventually nominated, only two, Dr. Jimmy
Draper, pastor of First Baptist Church, Euless, Texas,
representing the conservativesand Dr. Duke McCall,
chancellor of Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville,Kentucky,the choiceof the liberals,wereeverreally in the running.
On the first ballot, Dr. Draper garnered46o/oo{ the vote,
considerablymore than his rivals, but not enough for election. In a head-to-head run-off, Dr. Draper defeated Dr.
McCall with 557oof the vote. Dr. Draper'sclectiondid not,
however, mean that the conservativeswould control the convention. The later elections for other top offices,as well as
votes on motions and resolutions,indicated that neither connor liberals held the advantage in a consistent
il::T;:t
One of the striking dynamics alive at the New Orleans
meeting was the decreasingnumber of delegatesvoting as the
businesssessionswore on. The presidentialrun-off had 74o/o
of the registeredmessengersvoting, but at the election for
first vice-president,only 337oof the messengers
cast ballots.
Likewise, at the crucial Thursday morning businesssession,
only about 7,000 of the registeredtotal of 20,000messengers
attended and voted on the resolutions.To this observer,it
seemedas if the conservatives,having elected a president,
tended to fade away as the convention continued,
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My senseis that Jimmy Draper will make an excellentSBC
President.Jimmy Draper is a highly intelligent, articulare,and
personablehuman being. He will bring to the office of president the experienceof a pastor in dealingwith everydayproblemsand the vision of a statesmanwho understandsthe complexity of modern society.I believethat Dr. Draper will completely justify the confidence placed in him by the New
Orleansmessengers.
On the subjectof the presidency,a word is in order on the
outgoing SBC leader,Dr. Bailey Smith. I was tremendously
impressedat Dr. Smith's handling of the New Orleans sessions. He was a gracious,yet firm, presidingofficer with just
the right blend of compassionand authority neededto make
a meetingof this sizeand scopeviable.Dr. Smith has served
the Southern Baptistcommunity with genuinedistinction.
If would be quite difficult to make a preciseevaluation of
the 1982 convention. On the one hand, the messengers
strongly favored the proposedamendment on school prayer
and supportedthe teaching of scientificcreationismwhile
they tabled resolutionsdealingwith abortion and criticism of
PresidentReaganand moderated the languageof the resolution on nuclear weapons. My sensewas that the liberal
forces,mostly within the seminarystudent,youngerpastors,
and lay delegatesectors,manifestedconsiderableinfluenceas
the resolutionswere debated and decided.This may suggest
that future conventions, particularly within a five-year
period, will probably be more moderatein tone and determination. The conservatives
may be hard pressedto retain
the presidencyor other top leadershipposts.
'l7hatever

the eventual outcome of future conventions,
one must conclude that in actuality there are two Southern
BaptistConventions.One, the annualget-together
of officials
and messengers,
the other, the day-in and day-outexpression
of Southern Baptist life and tradition as manifestedin the activities of the 13 million Southern Baptists and their local
churches.
Finally, this non-SouthernBaptist American wishesthe
movement well and thanks Southern Baotistsfor their willingnessto confront issuesand take a stand.
!
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In AusnaliaAnd
Fundamentalism
Korea- A Report
by Elmer L. Towns
our years ago, Jerry Falweil
successfullyused the leverage
of television against the attempt by President Jimmy Carter to
pull U.S. troops out of South Korea.
Falwell kept maintaining, "If we abandon our allies, the Communists in
North Korea will invade the South and
Christianswill be martyred."
Korea showed its appreciationwhen
Falwellvisited there in May 1982.Even
though he went to hold an evangelistic
crusade for the Baptist Bible
Fellowship, the government rolled out
the red carpet. High ranking officials
and congressmenmet him at the airport and provided six chauffeur-driven
limousines for Falwell and his party
while in the country. Falwell spoke at a
congressionalprayer breakfast,received
South Korea's highest medal from the
President,was given an honorary Doctor of Laws degreeby Central University (one of the largest in the country),
and met continually with governmental leaders.
But, it was at the city-wide
evangelisticcrusade where Falwell felt
at home. Large banners were stretched
across busy streets announcing the
meeting. The Baptist Bible Fellowship
had raisedand spent over $15,000for
publicity alone.
The crusade was held in one of
Seoul's largest sports arenas and an
estimated 12,000 people were present
for the first evening. The crowd spread
out over the floor and reachedup into
the secondand third tiers.
Everywhere Falwell went in South
Korea, he was covered by radio and
television and the Korean press gave
prime time to the crusade.The ushers
were from the 30 cooperatingchurches
and included an army general.
A singing group from Pacific Coast
Baptist Bible College sang along with a
massivecrusadechoir led by a medical
doctor. One thing that is characteristic
of Korean churches is that they begin
]982
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singing spontaneously before church
services,and the crusadewas no exception. Many of them were singing as
they walked to the arena.
Daniel Kim, pastor of the largest
Korean Baptist Bible Fellowship
church, interpreted for Falwell each
evening. The platform was filled with
local BBF pastorsand missionaries.
\ilhen the invitations were first
given only a few responded,but then
the crowd started coming and for 20
minutes they kept coming. Most lost
people were brought forward by a
counselor who led them to the Lord.
During the first night, so many came
forward that some counselorshad to
pray with two and three lost persons.
Twenty-four hundred decisions were
recorded the first night. Each person
had been dealt with personally.
Approximately 8,000 received
Christ during the four-day crusade,
and another two thousand made decisions when Falwell preached to the

Iargehigh school assembliesin the city.
Missionary Joe Hale testified that
Falwell captured the heart of the
Korean young peoplewith his appealto
service.Over 1,500 young people surrenderedfor full-time Christian service,
which may be the lingering influenceof
Falwell'strip to the Orient.
Each day there were serviceswith
over 800 at Dr. Kim's church in attendance. The speakers were Wendell
Zimmerman, Editor, Baptist Bible
Tribune; Elmer Towns, Dean, Liberty
Baptist Seminary; Robert Knutson,
Director of Missions at Thomas Road
Baptist Church; and Jack Dinsbeer,
pastor, University Baptist Church,
Jacksonville, Florida.
Vhen the limousines drove to the
schools there were thousands of
Korean children lined up along the
road, waving a Korean flag in one hand
and an American flag in the other.
Their smiling faces and enthusiastic
reception revealeda love for America.

Jerry Falwell receiving an honorary Doctorate of Laws from Central
Universityin Korea.
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Falwell told a school assembly,"Everywhere I go, I feel a
deep love for freedom and the United States.I will go back
and tell our President and our people that you are a true
friend in the Orient. Not only is South Korea important to
the United States,but it is important in God's plan."
City dignitaries and congressmenattended a dedication
service for Falwell's biography, Aflame for God, which had
been translated into Korean. Copies were availablein all the
meetingswhere Falwell spoke.
'lVhen
leaving the airport in Korea, Falwelltold the official
delegation,"I have neverseena group ofpeopleso responsive
to the gospelin my life. God wants us to harvestfruit when it
is ripe. \ile must win the massesof Korea to Christ while they
are winnable. Many new soulwinning churches must be
plantedto carry out the gospelin this nation."
Before Dr. Falwell went to Korea he visited Sydney,
Australia, to film for the Old-Time Gospel Hour and preach
for the Baptist Bible Fellowship.In Australia the presswas
not as courteousas in South Korea, and on someoccasions,
hostilein its questions.Yet, the attitudeof the peopletoward
Dr. Falwellwas reflectedin one elderlyman who stood and
testified,"l was at the battle of Coral Seawhen the Japanese
wereon their way to invade Australia.I saw many Yanks die
to saveAustralia and I will be eternally gratefulto the United
States. I'm proud of Dr, Falwell becausehe's a flag-waving
American who exhortsus to be more patrioticfor Australia."
Dr. Falwellheld a rally at the civic center and thosewho
hate the Moral Majority in the United States used their
underground mail system to spread their hate to Australia.
The homosexuals,anti-family feminists, and other left-wing
groups were out in mass.They broke in the glassdoor to the
civic center,and on another occasionthey overwhelmedthe
guards and rushed into the National PressClub to challenge
Dr. Falwell. In a nation where only two percent of the
population attend a Christian church, the influence of
secularhumanism is great.
Vhile in Australia, Falwell addressedover 300 church
workers at a church growth convention sponsoredby Ac-

ceieratedChristian Education (ACE). On another occasion
he addressed250 delegatesto the Word of Llfe annual convention. On his final eveningthere, over 800 from the Baptist
Bible Fellowship gathered for a combined Sunday evening
church service.During the invitation, there were 20 aduits
who came forward for salvation, most of them men.
The Baptist Bible Collegein Sydney is a young but strong
work with 14 day school studentsand 20 eveningstudents.
Under the direction of Marvin Matthews the work has prosperedand owns a classroomand dormitory building. Vhiie
in Australia,morning meetingswereheld at the BibleColiege
for the ministers by Zimmerman, Towns, and Knutson.
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Proctert, Gamble:

Symbolof QualityNot Evil

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CINCINNATI - The Procter &
Garnble Company - faced with an
unusual,but persistentproblem - today released statements from prominent religious leaders in an effort to
stop the spread of the unfounded
rumors that its corporate "moon and
stars" trademark is a satanic symbol
signifying a company connection with
satanismor devil worship.
The rumors have been around for
more than two yearst according to
P&G, but in recent months the problem has escalatedto the.point where
the company is receiving more than
12,000 calls per month fro,n consumers.While most people are satisfied
that the rumor is false after they get
more information, some are still skeptical, according to the company. P&G
hopes that people will believethe facts
coming from religious leaders.
"lt is unfortunate that such falseaccusations are made in the first place,
but even more concerning that they
can be spread as rumor by people who
call themselves Christians," said the
ReverendJerry Falwell, host of the national television and radio program,
SEPTEMBER]982

Old,Time Gospel Hour. "l have
discussedtheserumors with the Chairman of the Board of Procter & Gamble, who happensto be from my home
town in Virginia, and I am certain
neither he nor his company is
associatedin any way with satanismor
devil worship. Christians have a
responsibilityto know the truth before
spreadingstories and, in this case,the
truth is there is nb story to tell. I urge
Christians everywhereto help put an
end to these unfortunate rumors."
I he ReverendJimmy Daper, President of the Southern Baptist Convention, said, "Southern Baptists aiways
have stood for opennessand integrity.
We are a peoplewho believein and rely
on truth. The rumors about the Procter
& Gamble Company are not based
upon truth. This kind of recklessaccusation on the part of allegedChristians is damaging to the cause of
Christ,'as well as the businessof an excellent company. I implore all our
Christian community to stand up and
put an end to the unfounded and untrue rumors."
The ReverendDonald E. lVildmon,

a Methodist minister and Executive
Director of the National Federationfor
Decency, said, "l ask my fellow
ministers and others in position of influence to inform their people that the
rumor is untrue and for those peopleto
continue using P&G's fine products as
they have in the past. We have had
disagreementswith Procter and Gamble in the past, but disagreement
should be basedon fact, not rumor. In
this case, the facts are that this is a
vicious, unfounded rumor, and I hope
we can help stop it."
The trademark is a circular design
featuring a man-in-the-moon figure
looking out over a field of thirteen
stars. According to P&G, the
trademark has been used since 1850
and was officially registered in 1882.
The symbol evolved over the years
from simpie markings on cratesof Star
Candles, an early Procter & Gamble
product. Before long, the symbol was
more formally designedto show a manin-the-moon, a popular figure of the
1800sand thirteen stars represenring
'O
the original colonies.
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Gonfetence
Update
BaptistBiDleFellowshipInternational

Fall Meetingto Deheld in the
$rashington,D.C.Area

Dr. Herb Fitzpatrick, pastor of Riverdale Baptist Church
in Largo, Maryland, has announced exciring plans for the
Fall Baptist Bible Fellowship meeting. Hosted by Riverdale
Baptist Church, the meeting will be held September 19-23
and promisesto be an exciting event becauseof the program
and location.
Many outstanding pastorsand leadersof the Baptist Bible
Fellowship, including Dr. Jerry Falwell and Dr. Jack Baskin,
will be speaking,and an outstandingmusic program is being
plannedby Kim Cannon, Music Director of the host church.
Over 3,300 churches are representedin the Baptist Bible
Fellowship which has meetings each February, May, and
September.
Riverdale Baptist Church is located on 160 acres of
beautiful property just outside \Vashington, D.C.
Dr. Fitzpatrick has been pastor of the church for 18 years,
which now averages1,800weekly and has a Christian school
of over 1,000students.
A few specialopportunities will be available during this
'$ilashington,
fellowship, such as tours in
D.C. and a golf
tournament on Friday. Anyone desiringto bring a camperto
the meeting is encouragedto do so as facilitiesare availableat
Riverdale Baptist Church. The headquarters hotel is the
Sheraton Lanham. Anyone desiring further information
should call the church office at (301) 249-7000.

SouthwideBaptist Fellowship

Announces
Planslor Annual
Fellowship lteeting

scheduled,this will be one of the greatestfellowshipsever."
Dr. Clyde Box of Desoto, Texas, is moderator and Dr.
Jack Hudson of Charlotte, North Carolina, is secretaryfor
this year'sfellowship. Speakersinclude: Rev. JamesEarl, Dr.
Bob Gray, Dr. A. V. Henderson, Dr. Jack Hudson, Dr.
Curtis Hutson, Dr. Bill Pennell, Dr. Cliff Robinson, Dr.
Lester Roloff, Dr. Tom Wallace, Dr. Tom Malone, Dr. Jack
Hyles, and Dr. Al Janney. Rev. Lindsay Terry of Northside
Baptist Church in Charlotte, North Carolina, is music chairman. Specialmusicians that will be involved are Dr. Frank
Garlock. Marvin Harris. and the SearsFamilv Trio.
For further information concerning the fellowship,call
Doug Howell at Highland Park Baptist Church, (615)
698-6021,Exr.Z65.

GeneralAssociation
of RegularBaptists
GloseGonvention
\rith GreatReports
June 2I-25 were the dates of the 51st annual G.A.R.B.
Conference.Adopting the theme "A Growing Church for a
Coming Lord," the conferencewas held at the Denver Convention Center.There wereapproximately2,000pastorsand
respresentatives
at the conference.
Speakersincluded Dr. Wilbert Welch, President, Grand
RapidsBaptist Collegeand Seminary;Dr. Paul Tassell,National Representative,G.A.R.B.; Rev. Larry Armstrong, Missionaryto Australia;and Rev. StarlomWashington,a pastor
from Grand Rapids, Michigan.
A highlight of the confererrcewas a servicereceiving 35
new churchesinto the G.A.R.B. Conferenceand the message
from Dr. Paul Tassell,National Representative,challenging
the conference to receive 83 new churches in 1983. Two
resolutionswere unanimously adopted by the conference:1)
prayer with Christ as the only way to God, and 2) a call for
moral decencyin America.
The "Council of 18," the leadershipgroup of G.A.R.B.,
met during the conferenceand will meet again in December
at the National Headquartersin Schaumburg,Illinois.

Over 2,000 churches are expectedro be representedthis
year in Chattanooga, Tennessee,October 4,5, and 6, for the
annual Southwide Baptisr Fellowship. Hosted by Dr. Lee
Roberson, pastor of Highland Park Baptist Church, the
fellowship is expected to fill the 6,000-seatauditorium and
preparations are being made for an additional overflow area
to accommodateapproximately 10,000.
The theme for this year's event is "Grear and Mighty
Things" adopted from Jeremiah 33:3. Dr. Ray Hancock,
pastor of PinecrestBaptist Church in Morrow, Georgia, and
past moderator of the Southwide Baptist Fellowship,says,
"According to our initial responsefrom pastors concerning
representationas well as the outstanding line-up of speakers
I
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Drug and Alcohol
Factor in Society

Abuse Costly

Former Secretaryof Health, Education, and Welfare,JosephA. Califano,
reported on a New York Study of drug
and alcohol addiction in the
Washington Post, June 15. Commissioned by state governor Hugh Carey
to do the report, Califano estimated
the "cost of addiction in health care
and lost work days at more than $i00
billion a year." Soundinga bit like Billy
Sunday in a temperance sermon,
Califano is quoted as saying, "Addiction sendsthousandsof Americans to
hospitalseach day. . .lt fills our jails
and the crime it spawns terrorizesour
citizensand destroysneighborhoods."
The study showed that over a half
million Americans are addicred to
herion. Over a million "abuse hypnoticsand tranquilizers,severalmillion
use marijuana and cocaine regularly
and 13 million abusealcoholor are addicted to it." Califano connecred
"alcohol abusewith 66 percent of rhe
nation's homicides, 50 percent of its
rapes,up to 70 percent of its assaults
and 80 percentof its suicides."
Califano indicated that alcohol
ranked between heart and vascular
disease,and canceras the nation's second leadinghealth problem.

in the woman's womb. The paper
reports that the doctors hope to usethe
"spare" embryos in other women
unable to conceive if embryos can be
frozen and defrosted without
chromosomedamage.Their proposalis
being opposed by the British Medical
Association'sethic committee and the
pro-life organization.

Mother of Five
Arrested on Porno Charge

Suicide Ranks
As Third Leading Cause
Of Teenage Death
The \Tashington Post, March 24,
reports thar suicideis the third leading
causeof teenagedeaths in the United
States. The statisticscompiled by the
National Institute of Mental Health in
Bethesda,Maryland, show that suicide
follows behind accidents and
homicides for causes of death to
teenagers.Suicide has increased 200
percent since 1950, according to the
paper. The article quotes an expert as
sayingthat "93 percentofthose who attempt suicide report a lack of communication with oarents."

X,Rated Home
Show Popularity
Test Tube Pioneer
Plans to Freeze Embryos
"Test tube pioneer, Dr. Robert
Edwards, sayshe and colleaguePatrick
Steptoe,hope to freeze'spare'embryos
and donate them to infertile women.
The plan is causingan uproar," reports
the Cincinnati Enquirer, February 7.
The "spare" embryos are resulting from
the current test tube fertilization being
completed in several eggs from a
woman's ovary. Currently, two of the
many embryos fertilized are implanted
SEPIEMBER]982

film coming to market and being accessibleto more viewers,opponents of
the industry agreethat the affectwill be
evidencedin increasedabuseof women
and children.

Video

Cassettes

Last year, Americans bought six
million video cassettesfor home viewing. Of this figure, one million were
X-rated. The Grand RapidsPress,April
1, saidthat "Cassettes
are sold,often in
plain brown wrappers, in the same
suburban stores that sell cassettesof
cartoons and adventure movies." The
paper saysthe price rangesfrom $80 to

$150.
Becausethese are bought for home
viewing, nothing is being done to curb
their sale. With more of this kind of

A mother of five who allegedlywas
responsiblefor distributing 80 percent
of the nation's child pornography,has
been arrested after a painstaking investigation that spanned a decade,"
reports the \X/ashingtonPost, May 9.
The paper saysthe woman was charged
with operating a half-million-dollar
mail order businessin conjunction with
a company from Denmark. The article
said the woman was also collectine
welfare.

Drug Dealers Enlist Kids
To Do Dirty Work
According to the lVashington Post,
M"y 9, drug dealers are enlisting
children and teenagersto peddle their
drugs. The report indicates that
becauseof stricter police enforcement
and a desireby drug peddlersto avoid
arrest,the dealersare using children as
intermediaries in the trade of illegal
drugs.
In the Capital city, arrestsrelated to
minors trafficking drugs increasedfrom
1 8 i n 1 9 8 0t o 5 8 i n 1 9 8 1 .
The newspaperoutlined the process
of enlistingone child as the runner and
a secondchild as the holder. The runner collects the money from the
customer and directs the customer to
the holder who is locatedeither around
the corner or within sight. According
to the newspaper,the kids seethis as a
way to "make quick money." The arti57

For YourInformation
cle said that dealerspay the kids anywherefrom $100to $200
to participatein the saleof illegaldrugs.When taken to court,
most of theseyoung peopleare there on their first offenseand
a lighter penalty than the experiencedadult drug run:...."rt""
On Divorce
According to the Grand RapidsPress,February 3, "the
number of divorcesamong middle-agedpeoplehas jumped 80
percent in the past decade,affecting an estimated 5 million
people." The article quoted divorce attorney Herbert A.
Glieberman as sayingthat divorcesamong peopleage35 and
over has reached"epidemic" proportions. "In many cases,the
husband is approaching and planning for retirement, while
the wife, whose children are now grown, is launching a new
t'
career.
In the \VashingtonPost,May 9, an article on new divorce
laws that make alimony "gender neutral" notes that 50 percent of today's marriages,including secondmarriages,will
end in divorce.
Parents Of 4-year,old
Sue Doctor
For Child's Birth.
A four-year-old deaf child is taking the doctor that
delivered her to court saysthe SpokaneChronicle,May 4. The
article saysthat the California SupremeCourt's ruling "is the
first high court decisionnationwide giving a child the right to
suefor being born."
Dr. Adam J. Sortini advised the parents, Dr. Jamesand
Donna Turpin, that their first child's deafnesswas not
genetic.The secondchild was deaf and the deafnesswas later
diagnosedas genetic.
The mother was quoted by the Chronicleas saying, "I
would never have had a secondchild. Never... But I had
already conceived her at the time I found out. I would not
have taken any chances."
The paper says the parents will be allowed to sue for
specialdamages.
A lower court's ruling that said "it could not grant
damagesbecauseit could not draw a distinction betweenlife
with a handicap and no life at all" was overruledby the state's
SupremeCourt.
The Chroniclesavs."The statecourt ruled that the doctor's
'potential
misdiagnosisharmed both the
child as well as the
parents by depriving the mother and father of information
that could be necessaryto determine whether it was in the
child's own interest to be born with defectsor not to be born
ll
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Shocking State Of
Teen lmmorality
"Over 30 percent of 13-15-year-olds
have had intercourse
(60 percent of 16-18-year-olds)
yet 70 percent of teens have
never discussedbirth control with a parent. One quarter of
teenagersdrink more than once a week. The number one
problem for teens is school. Their biggestfear is losing their
parents.Ninety percent want to get married someday, but 74
percent plan to live with someonefirst. Ninety-two percent
58

think they will get what they want out of life. Almost 70 percent of teens say they feel good about themselves."
"These are among the startling revelationsin The Private
Life of the AmericanTeenager,for which authors Jane Norman
and Dr. Myron Harris surveved 160,000teens across the
country."
Family Weekly
April 4, 1982
The Ironies of
Religious Freedom
In recent months, legislation dealing with school prayer
and Bible studiesin public schoolshave receivedmuch attention.
Columnist JamesJ. Kilpatrick writes, "At the University
of Missouri'sKansasCity campus,it is permitted for students
to sit on the lawn and read the works of Karl Marx. It is forbidden for studentsto sit on the lawn and read the Bible. The
university toleratesa student homosexualsociety and grants
the gaysa room to meet in; but such is the university'sbizarre
view of the First Amendment that it prohibits a student
Christian society and deniesits membersthe same privilege.
On this KansasCity campus,free speechstops with "In the
b e g i n n i n g . . ".
Senator Lowell \ileicker, Jr., of Connecticut, explainsin a
letter to a constituent the reason he opposeslegislationsupporting prayer in school is basedon the First Amendment to
the Constitution which states"Congress shall make no law
respectingan establishmentof religion, or prohibiting the free
exercisethereof." His rationale focuseson the first thought
presentedbut neglectsthe second.
Supportersof school prayer do not want a state religion
but they do want the constitutionally guaranteed"free exercise thereof."
1.55 Million
Lives Aborted
In 1980, the Planned Parenthood's AIan Guttmacher
reports that 1,553,890 abortions were performed in the
United States.According to the story carried in the Kingsport
Time-News,February 23, one in four pregnanciesended in
abortion. The article noted that this figure was double to the
number of abortions performed in 1973.
O
continuedfrom page 41
Z8:9;Zech. 7:11-14.
k. Re/usingto forgive or to be forgiuen - Matt. 5:23,74;
6:12,14.
9. Qualifications of prayer a. Prayershouldbe lwmble- Luke 18:13,14;Ps. 10:17.
b. Prayr shouldbe bold - 1 John 5:13-15.
c. Prayershauldbe in faith - Heb. 11:6.
d. Prayershouldbe sincere- Ps. 145:18.
e. Prayerslwuld be simple- Matt. 6:7.
{. Prayer slwuld be persistent- Col. 4:2; Luke 18:7.
g. Prayr shouldbe definite- Ps. 27:4; Acts 12:5. .
h. Prayershouldbe in accordwith Scripture- 1 John 5:14,L5.
tl
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Reformed Church rejects effort to
liberalize stand on abortion
ORANGE CITY, Iowa (RNS) Delegatesto the annual general synod
of the Reformed Church in America
turned away an effort to move it officially from an anti-abortion to a prochoice position. The 351,000-member
Calvinist denomination has been on
record since 1973 asfavoring "constitutional changesto provide legal protection for the unborn." But the
denomination's Permanent Commission on \ilomen recommendedthat the
policy statement be rescinded.Had the
recommendationpassed,it would have
placed the church in essentiallya prochoice position. The synod refusedto
do so, by a vote of l3Z-I10, after much
discussion.

Head of a gay church not unhappy
council postponed a decision
CINCINNATI (RNS)- The appli.
cation of a homosexual denomination
for membershipin the National Council of Churches was treated decently
even if it was put asidefor a year for a
study of sexualityand faith, the head of
the donomination said here.
"l'm delighted with it," the Rev.
Troy D. Perry said in. an interview. "I
have no problemswith that."
The council's governing board
could have tabled the Metropolitan
Community Church application indefinitely, Perry acknowledged.
Instead, a compromise was worked
out between advocatesof membership
and persons opposed to dignifying a
predominantly homosexualdenomination with NCC membership.
The council and its 30-plus constituent denominations are to use the
year to study the argument that a person can be wholly Christian and actively homosexual.
SEPTEMBER
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Metropolitan Community Church's
application is to be voted on next year
under the successfulcompromise.

Liberal nuns oppose bishops on
constitutional amendment
CHICAGO (RN$ - The National
Coalition of American Nuns, consideredthe most liberal of the bodiesof
religious women, has taken issuewith
the Catholic bishops' support for a
human-life amendment to the Constitution. The sistersobject to the proposal because,while they opposeabortion, they believe women have a right
to make their own choice in the matter.
Sister Margaret Traxler, who has frequently acted as the coalition's
spokeswoman,said passageof the statement followed two months of suggestions, deletions and editing by the
group's leadership.

Some priests stay
woman's ordination

Seminary teachers split on use of
nuclear weapons
NE\U YORK (RNS) - A majority
of Christian seminary professors
believe the morality of the use of
nuclear weapons depends on the circumstances,according to a survey of
Protestant and Catholic
l,llZ
educators.The poll, conducted by the
Roper Center at the University of Connecticut, was financed by a grant from
the Institute for Educational Affairs in
New York City. It askedmore than 200
questions on subjects ranging from
religiousdoctrine to political opinions.
Overall figuresshowed that 53 percent
of the total samplefelt the morality of
nuclear weapons dependedon the circumstancesof their use, while 46 percent felt the use of such weapons was
always wrong.

Church membership is up but not
abreast of population
away

from

MIAMI (RNS) - A 57-year-old
Jamaica-bornwoman has become the
first woman in Florida to be ordained
an Episcopal priest. She is the Rev.
Winnie McKenzie Bolle. who becamea
deaconess
in Jamaicain 1969.She was
ordained to the priesthood at Trinity
Cathedral in Miami on June 3 by the
Rt. Rev. Calvin O. Schofield,bishop of
the Diocese of Southeast Florida. A
majority of the priestsin the Southeast
Florida dioceseare opposed to the ordination of women. Mrs. Bolle,
however,said shebelievesshe is but the
first of many women from the diocese
who will be called to be priests. Her
husband is a priest, an assistantat St.
Stephen's Episcopal Church in
Coconut Grove. Mrs. Bolle's principal
ministry will be as a hospitai chaplain
in Miami.

NEW YORK (RNS) - Church
membershipis up in the United States
and in Canada. The 1980 figures,the
latest available, are reported in the
1982Yearbook of American and Canadian Churches, published for the National Council of Churches. U.S.
church membershipincreasedby a full
percentagepoint in 1980,bringing the
The
cumulative total to 134,816,943.
rate of increase,however, did not keep
pace with U.S. population growth. In
Canada, church membership went up
to a total of 15,347,547.As has been
the casein recent years,mainline Protestant churches have to take comfort
in the fact that their rate of membership loss is declining. Conservative
churches,in contrast, continue to enjoy membership gains. The Southern
Baptist Convention, America's lalgest
Protestant denomination, recorded an
increaseof 1.7 percentin 1980to bring
its total to 13,600,126.According to
59

Church members harvest big crop of marijuana in
Oklahoma

Licensing bill vetoed by governor of Oklahoma
Pressed by several
OKLAHOMA
CITY (RNS)
clergymen,Oklahoma Gov. GeorgeNigh has vetoed a bill exempting church-relatedhomes for children from statelicensing procedures.Among the leadersof the effort to stop the
bill was United Methodist Bishop John WesleyHardt, who
said the issuewasn't so much one of church versusstate but
what was best for the children. Also opposed to the bill were
Episcopal,Catholic, Disciplesof Christ and Southern Baptist
leaders. The measurewould have freed the church homes
from licensing as long as they received no state or federal
money.
Gay Christians organize coalition at a convention
Washington

in

WASHINGTON (RNS) - Delegatesfrom 15 homosexual
Christian groups launched a move to organize a North
American coalition of Christian homosexuals.Plans were
adopted at what was billed as "the first American conference
of lesbians/gay Christians." The meeting brought together
some 60 official delegatesfrom the 15 groups and about 500
supporters for rallies and other related functions. Delegates
representedcaucusesof Roman Catholics, Orthodox, and
Protestants,

Nude art provokes new controversy on campus of
evangelical college
ST. PAUL Minn. (RNS) - The kind of art work that
should be permitted on the campus of Bethel College, an
evangelicalChristian school in Suburban Arden Hills, is stirring controversy again.
Pattie Dobson, a third-year art student at the college,was
askedto remove three of four photos of a young nude woman
she had entered in a student art exhibition. When she refused,Dean GeorgeBrushaber,president-elect,orderedthem
taken down.
Frustrated,Ms. Dobson also removed the fourth photo the only one approved by the faculty and administration from the exhibit. In its place, she taped this statement:
"l find it impossibleto create and display art work in the
repressiveatmospherethat exists here at Bethel College."
Some of the photos, all of which cast the woman in
shadows, include full-frontal nudity.
Although the arguments have all taken place before,
some art students and faculty memberssay they believe the
Dobson casehas createda more seriousdivision than before.
Unlike before, say students and faculty, the administration
has not been open to compromise.
"You can tell it's a potential police state out there," said
Bonita \Uahl, a part-time art faculty member and one of Ms'
Dobson's photography teachers. "People are brainwashed
under the guise of religion."
Dr. Brushaber, who will become president Sept' 1, said
Ms. Dobson violated a longstanding school policy that prohibits art students from using nude models or displaying nude
photography or paintings at the school. He said the issuewas
more one of school policy than of artistic freedom.
60

NEWCASTLE, Okla. (RNS) - Giving a new twist to the
hymn, "Bringing in the Sheaves,"some 100church members
in southwesternOklahoma recently spent the day harvesting
a huge crop of marijuana. It was all above board, however. It
was organized by the city manager of Newcastle. Police
discovereda 10-acremarijuana field nearby. Unable to provide the manpower to destroy the crop, they appealedto area
clergymento solicit volunteers.About 100showed up for the
unusual harvest.The group cut down about $170,000worth
of the plant. Some of the crop was burned, the rest treated
chemically and plowed under. Said the city manager:"This
community effort should heighten citizen awarenessof the
!
marijuana problem in the area."
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Iimmy Allen EditsBush'sGomments
OnNew Right In SBCSpecial

NE\Y ORLEANS - Vice-PresidentBush says that the
"Religious New Right" has been an essentially healthy
development in our politics. He made the statement at a
Southern Baptist rally held at the Louisiana Superdomehere.
"There is a part of America that is wary of what it calls the
'Religious
Right.' A great many people, Republicans and
Democrats alike, including large numbers who are unquestionably conservativeon political issues,frankly fear that this
'Religious
Right,' as they call it, wants to imposeits moral
values on American society as a whole. . .l think careful
analysisof the movement does not justify a conclusion that
'ReligiousRight' has a seriousintenrion to impose its
the
moral activity in any way. On the contrary, I think this
awakened concern in recent years has been an essentially
healthy developmentin our politics. I think wisdom counsels
us not to fear it or to condemn it but to welcomeit. And I embrace the constructive contributions it can make to
strengtheningthe United States as one nation under God.
"Let's remember that in the first place,there is nothing in
the least un-American - let alone unprecedented- about
organizingpolitically in support of principles and policiesapproved by those having a particular religiousviewpoint. And,
in the secondplace, let us recognizethat the organizationof
the'Religious Right' has been, in the strictestsenseof the
word, a reaction - many would say belated - to earlier,
highly controversialdevelopmentsin the history of this country...Let us remember,without in any way attempting to
judge the merits of thesevarious complicatedissues,that only
a quarter of a century ago, abortion was a felony in almost
every state of the union, that the use of drugs was not nearly
as widespread as it is today, that pornography, while
avaiiable, was sold 'under the counter' and that the public
standard in matters of sexual conduct, and with regard to
marriage,was notably different than many would considerit
to be today.
"In such circumstances,it was surely to be expectedthat
individuals whose religiousbeliefshad been affronted by the
striking social developments of these past 25 years would
band together to take politicai action in defenseof those
beliefs.. .
"lt would be very dangerousfor societyto condemn, or to
resist unthinkingly, the fundamental impulse representedby
this point of view. For that impulse, correctly understood in however imperfectlyit may be expressedor appliedin some
cases- is simply to bring this nation into a closeraccordwith
the One from whom all blessings
flow... Looking out on such
a group as this one, on this extraordinary expressionof your
faith, I think the renewal is well begun and I think of the
'They
words of lsaiah who said,
that wait upon the Lord shall
renew their strength; they shall mount up with wings as
eagles;they shall run and not be weary; they shall walk and
62

not faint.' "
Vice-President Bush's positive recognition of the
"Religious New Right" was seemingly well received with
75,000in attendancethat evening; however, it is interesting
to note that in a televisionspecialproduced by the Southern
Baptist Radio and Television Commission, Mr. Bush's comments concerningthe New Right were not included, nor any
other portion of his speech.It is unfortunate that the special
did not even recognizethe Vice-President'sappearanceat the
convention, much lessinclude any commentsby him. Jimmy
Allen is chairman of the Radio and Television Commission
and was a supporterof Jimmy Carter in the 1980presidential
election.

Deaths
Eugene L. Clark, composerof "Nothing ls Impossible,"
a song made famous in Billy Graham crusades,died June 29,
at the ageof 57.
Clark, composer,author, and former music director and
organistfor Back to the Bible, had been confined to his home
since 1963,bedridden with crippling arthritis and blind.
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f.true Christianity allows for liberty among the peopleof God,
then there would seemto be something,,llio.rgilthat liberty is
impeded.2 Corinthians 3: 17 statesthat " . .. where the soirii of
the Lord is, there is liberty." But upon rhe observanceof someChristian lives one might well ask, "\ilhere the spirit of the Lord is, is
there liberty?"
The apostlePaul'sseeminglyparadoxicalcommentsin Romans l4
and l5 can shed some light on a perpetual conflict in the Christian
realm. Paul's basic conclusion in these chapters is that the more
mature Chtistian is to yield and accommodatehimself to the weaker
or immature Christian's attitude and preferences.
Paul walked closely with the Lord. His life representedrhe true
spirit and love of Christ. Since he was so Chrisilike, he had true
liberty in the spirit and thereforewas nor disturbedby having to give
in to his weaker brethren.
Paul stated that he was the more marure Christian and that the
weaker brother was, in this case,rhe one who did not believe in
eating meat which had been offered to idols. In reality, most weaker
Christians do not realizethey are the weakerChristians.They usually think that they are the stronger, more mature Christians t".".rr.
they have disciplinedthemselvesto maintain certain standardsthat
they feel apply to living the Christian life.
Paul givesa two-sidedadmonishment in Romans 14:3,4,,Let not
him that eateth despisehim that eaterhnor; and let not him which
eateth not judge him that eateth: for God hath receivedhim. Vho
art thou that judgest another man's servantl to his own master he
standeth or falleth. Yea, he shall be holden up: for God is able to
make him stand." The stronger brother is not io despisethe weaker
brother. And the weakerbrother is not to judge someonewho exercisesliberty in Christ. !7e as Christians are ieminded in this oarticular passagethat each of us will give an account of himself at the
judgment seat of Christ; therefore,we should not concern
ourselves
with judging other people now. As a marter of fact, paul gives a
strong statementthat we are not to judge one another ,.,y-o...

Decause\ile are human\re havecfeated conflicto ao a reoult of our ovn thinkingand fleohly
pfefefenceo.
The specific issues which Paul addresses in Romans 14 relate
to
particular practices that were adhered to under
the Law. One was
that ofeating meat offered to idols and the other was the observance
of holy days. Of course, under grace neither of these has anything
to
do with salvation or obedience to God. But since the
Jews had placticed these things for centuries, it would obviously take some time
for
Hebrew Christians to put these issues behind rhem. It was no problem for Gentiles or even someone like the apostle paul, who had an
excellent understanding of the grace of God and salvation through
faith in Jesus Christ, to enjoy the liberties of srace.

blNe,son
Keener

The two practiceswhich Paul addressesin Romans 14 are no
longer issuesamong Christians today. \7e now have other issuesof
differencewhich tend to changeasthe decadescome and go. Because
we are human we have creatednew conflicts as a result of or..,.o*n
thinking and fleshly preferences;nevertheless,the principle still
holds that mature Christians are not to "put a stumbling bloik o. an
occasionto fall in his brother'sway" (Romans14:13b).
Paul admonishedmature Christians not to cause a weaker or a
new Christian to be destroyedin his faith or causehim to stumble
and sin. Many times people who claim they are offended by some
liberty other Christians have taken are not really offended in the
way Paul defined the word offend. They are merely criticizing and
judging their Christian brothers while they themselvesare not ieally
destroyedin their faith or made to stumble. These people *ho t".,i
to be easilyoffendedoften have preferencesthat cannoi be basedon
biblical teaching.
It is easyto becomeself-righteouswhen we exalt our own interpretationsof Scripture aboveScripture itself.Sometimeswe asChris_
tians place restrictions upon our lives which we believe relate to
separationand the holinessof God, when in fact they do not. Ve
sometimesinterpret biblical principles narrowly and thus substantiate our position (which in truth is merely preference)by declaring
that we are standing for biblical truth. Man .u.r.rot ,o."k
authoritativelywhere God has not spokenat all. He can onlv speak
dogmaticallywhere Scripture speaksclearly.
In the Old TestamentGod spoke to the prophet Ezekieland told
him to prophesy againstrhose prophets who we.e prophesying,,out
of their own hearts," accordingto their own ideas(pr.[. ll). p.".hap.
we would do well today to be cautiousthat in exalting our personal
preferencesand interpretationsof Scripture *. ,.. .rot worshipping
"after the commandmentsand doctrines of men,' (Col. ?:ZZb).' "
There will always be belligerent, pharisaical Christians who
criticize and condemn other Christians. It is doubtful in Romans 14
that Paul was asking mature Christians to yield to the whims and
wishesof Christians who are still immature. paul was askins Christians, in the true spirit of Christ, to understand the sincere-doubts
and fearsof new Christians.
The weakerbrother will alwaysbe with us. However, if we disciple new Christians properly through the teaching of the Word and
the true meaning of living a Christlike life, these weaker brothers
should become stronger brothers, thereby unifying the body of
Christ.
Paul asks{or acceptance,love, and understandingamong all true
^.
Christians. Genuine Christian maturity should allow for i certain
degree of individualism among believers without disrupting
fellowshipand unity. Our failure to follow paul's exhortation on thii
matter greatly inhibits our corporateChristian witnessand taints the
world's perceptionof us. Contention and division amons Christians
greatly hinder our efforts in reaching the world with the gospel.
Have we createdour own weaker brother? Maybe. Or, have we
just not createdour stronger brother? Probably.
.!
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